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In this dissertation, I study model misspecification in applications of dynamic factor models to finance. In
Chapter 1, my co-author Jacob Warren and I examine factors for volatility of equities. Historical literature on
the subject decomposes volatility into a factor component and an idiosyncratic remainder. Recent work has
suggested that idiosyncratic volatility of US equities data has a factor structure, with the factor highly
correlated with, and possibly precisely the market volatility. In this paper we attempt to characterize the
underlying factor and find that it can be decomposed into a statistical (PCA) and structural (market volatility)
factor. We also show that this feature is not unique to equities, appearing in diverse sets of financial data.
Lastly, we find that this dual-factor approach is slightly dominated in forecasting environments by a single
statistical factor, suggesting that accurate measurement of the factors provides a direction for future work. In
Chapter 2, I explore the use of dynamic factor models in yield curve forecasting and an exploration of the
spanning hypothesis – that is, whether all information necessary for forecasting yields is contained in the
current yield curve. Only linear tests of the spanning hypothesis are typically conducted in the literature, and
the results are subject to substantial disagreement. In this paper, I explore a key modern nonlinearity, namely
the zero lower bound (ZLB). I first demonstrate in simulation that only very small nonlinearities in the
measurement equation are necessary to break down the assumed linear spanning relationship. Because bond
yields are determined by forward-looking behavior of investors, the effect of the ZLB affects spanning results
as early as 1995. New nonlinear spanning tests are found to behave appropriately. Using the full set of yields
instead of truncating to a small number of principal components is quantitatively important but does not
eliminate the omitted nonlinearity effect.
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ABSTRACT
APPLIED DYNAMIC FACTOR MODELING IN FINANCE
Ross Askanazi
Francis X. Diebold
In this dissertation, I study model misspecification in applications of dynamic factor models
to finance. In Chapter 1, my co-author Jacob Warren and I examine factors for volatility of
equities. Historical literature on the subject decomposes volatility into a factor component
and an idiosyncratic remainder. Recent work has suggested that idiosyncratic volatility of
US equities data has a factor structure, with the factor highly correlated with, and possibly
precisely the market volatility. In this paper we attempt to characterize the underlying
factor and find that it can be decomposed into a statistical (PCA) and structural (market
volatility) factor. We also show that this feature is not unique to equities, appearing in
diverse sets of financial data. Lastly, we find that this dual-factor approach is slightly
dominated in forecasting environments by a single statistical factor, suggesting that accurate
measurement of the factors provides a direction for future work. In Chapter 2, I explore the
use of dynamic factor models in yield curve forecasting and an exploration of the spanning
hypothesis – that is, whether all information necessary for forecasting yields is contained in
the current yield curve. Only linear tests of the spanning hypothesis are typically conducted
in the literature, and the results are subject to substantial disagreement. In this paper, I
explore a key modern nonlinearity, namely the zero lower bound (ZLB). I first demonstrate
in simulation that only very small nonlinearities in the measurement equation are necessary
to break down the assumed linear spanning relationship. Because bond yields are determined
by forward-looking behavior of investors, the effect of the ZLB affects spanning results as
early as 1995. New nonlinear spanning tests are found to behave appropriately. Using
the full set of yields instead of truncating to a small number of principal components is
quantitatively important but does not eliminate the omitted nonlinearity effect.
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CHAPTER 1
Factor Analysis For Volatility 1
1.1 Introduction
As economists we find that large complex dynamics can usually be modeled as resulting
from a small number of fundamental shocks. Factor models approach this formally:
yt = βFt + et, E(Ftet) = 0,
where dim(Ft) = k << dim(yt) = N and t = 1, . . . T . One popular application of factor
models (especially in finance) is for covariance matrix estimation. The factor model presents
a useful decomposition, assuming factors and errors are orthogonal:
Σy = βΣFβ
′
+ Σe.
Here Σe is sparse, if not diagonal, and ΣF is of small dimension, so βΣFβ′ is of low rank.
This “low rank plus sparse” decomposition via factor models has facilitated tractable dynamic
volatility: For Σy to be time-varying, at least one of β, ΣF , or Σe must be time-varying.
Over the years, there have been many variations to induce time-varying volatility in Σy.
Most commonly (Diebold and Nerlove (1989), Jacquier et al. (1994), Adrian and Rosenberg
(2008)), ΣF is endowed with stochastic volatility, while other elements remain constant.
1This chapter is co-authored with Jacob Warren.
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More recently though (Kim et al. (1998), Pitt and Shephard (1999), Aguilar and West
(2000)), the diagonal elements of Σe were also allowed to time-vary, adding an additional
layer of complexity.
However, recent empirical work has indicated that despite the factor model inducing orthog-
onal structure on the level equation, it ignores higher order dependence between the factor
and idiosyncratic component. Specifically, Herskovic et al. (2014) find that idiosyncratic
variances tend to (strongly) comove, and Barigozzi and Hallin (2016) further show that the
comovement extends to the volatility of the level factor (ΣFt ) as well. Kalnina and Tewou
(2017) and Duarte et al. (2014) are in the same vein. More specifically, let σet = diag(Σ
e
t ),
then those papers suggest:
log(σet ) = AVt + εt, E(Vtεt) = 0, dim(Vt) << N,
where Vt is a factor for idiosyncratic volatility.
Our paper immediately builds off those recent contributions by using high-frequency based
Realized Volatilties on two datasets of US Equities. In general, our findings support prior
research: the panel of idiosyncratic volatilities has clear and strong factor structure, and the
first principal component of the panel is highly correlated with market volatility.
The above literature is split on the nature of the factor for idiosyncratic volatility. While all
agree that idiosyncratic volatility is dynamic and has factor structure, there is no consensus
as to what precisely is the factor. Some use the market volatility as the factor, while
others take a more statistical approach and merely use the first principal component. We
attempt to provide clarity on that issue by accomplishing three main goals: First, we provide
a framework for estimating the factor structure in idiosyncratic volatility using realized
measures. Second, we attempt to answer (via a series of graphical tools and statistical
tests) how exactly the factor for idiosyncratic volatility is related to market volatility. More
specifically, we are interested in whether they are precisely the same, or if one supersedes
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the other. Third, we demonstrate that the structure is a general feature of volatility, and
not just limited to equities.
To accomplish the third goal, we extend this work to a panel of exchange rate volatilities in
addition to the equities datasets. The same tractable dynamic volatility modeling has been
used in forecasting exchange rate volatility (Diebold and Nerlove (1989)), and we explore
the same questions of the nature of exchange rate idiosyncratic volatility. In contrast to
equities, the correlation between the factor for idiosyncratic volatility and market volatility
falls dramatically.
Despite that large difference, all datasets support the same general framework – namely that
both the market volatility and an additional principal components factor is necessary for
explaining cross-sectional variation. While on the one hand this presents a robust statistical
fact, it is also troubling from an economic modeling perspective. Indeed, the question of
why these statistical facts occur become all the more pronounced. Is there an economic
theory that can support the phenomenon for both FX returns and equities? Or perhaps, is
the framework a product of network effects, time-varying volatilities and financial markets?
While we do not attempt to answer these questions in this paper, they provide the foundation
for this and future work in the area.
The outline for the remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 1.2, we outline the
framework for estimating dynamic idiosyncratic volatility. In Section 1.3, we present the US
equities data, and in subsections explore the outcomes of our model selection framework.
In Section 1.4, we conduct the same set of exercises for foreign exchange rates. Section 1.5
explores robustness to the most obvious counterpoint to the proposed framework – namely
that features of idiosyncratic volatility can simply be the result of conditional mean mis-
specification. Finally, Section 1.6 explores the implications of our findings for out-of-sample
forecasting and Section 1.7 concludes. Post-conclusion, we provide simulation evidence that
our battery of statistical tests perform and behave appropriately in our environment. This
can be found in Section 1.8.1.
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1.2 Modeling Procedure
1.2.1 Continuous Time Setup
For equities, we start with a continuous time price process that mimics the setup in Barndorff-
Nielsen and Shephard (2004). Let S(t) be the price process of a security (or possibly a vector
of securities), and X(t) = log(S(t)) be a semi-martingale, so
X(t) = α(t) +m(t),
where α(t) is the drift term and m(t) is a local martingale. For any sequence of partitions,
t0 = 0 < t1 < t2 · · · < tM = t, with supj{tj+1−tj} → 0 forM →∞, we define the quadratic
variation on day t as:
[X](t) = plimM→∞
M−1∑
j=0
{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}′.
In practice we only have a finite partition, so we construct the realized volatility as an
estimator of the quadratic variation:
[̂X](t) = RVt =
M−1∑
j=0
{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}′.
This is the standard definition of realized volatility, which has been well described and
analyzed over the recent years (see, among others, Andersen et al. (2007)).
We further utilize two information sets, as in Sheppard and Xu (2014): a high frequency
information set FHFt and a low frequency information set FLFt . The high frequency in-
formation set contains all the information of the low frequency information set, plus the
intraday data necessary to construct the realized measure at date t (so that FLFt ⊂ FHFt ).
We will subscript the high frequency information set by tj , j = 1, ...,Mt for each date t.
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Our primary objects of interest are as follows: We have returns rt, factor loadings βt, a
level factor ft, and idiosyncratic shocks vt for the level equation. We posit the existence of
a single factor structure at high frequency, so that the volatility of the factor is a scalar σft .
The covariance of the idiosyncratic shocks is Ωvt .
rtj = βtftj + vtj t = 1, . . . T j = 1, . . .Mt,
ftj |FHFt ∼ iidN(0, σft ),
vtj |FHFt ∼ iidN(0,Ωvt).
Since the market factor and idiosyncratic error are continuous-time return sequences that
are observed at distinct time partitions, we can compute their respective Realized Volatilities
(assuming β is fixed and known intraday):
RVft =
M−1∑
j=0
{ftj+1 − ftj}{ftj+1 − ftj}′,
RVvt =
M−1∑
j=0
{vtj+1 − vtj}{vtj+1 − vtj}′.
This factor structure at high frequencies time aggregates to a factor structure at the low
(daily) frequency,
rLFt = βtf
LF
t + v
LF
t ,
fLFt |FLFt ∼ N(0, σft ),
vLFt |FLFt ∼ iidN(0,Ωvt).
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From this point forward the LF superscript will be suppressed for brevity. We will at
times use the notation XHFt = [Xt0 , Xt1 , . . . XtM ]
′ to represent the vector of high-frequency
intraday observations of asset X.
Factor Loadings
It remains to specify dynamics on the factor loadings as well. There is considerable debate on
whether factor loadings actually have time-variation, and if so, at what frequency they should
vary. There is also a debate about whether this time-variation has any broader implications
for risk or returns. Braun et al. (1995) use bivariate EGARCH models to measure estimate
conditional covariances of returns, but find only weak evidence of time-varying conditional
(monthly) betas. Using an international panel, Ferson and Harvey (1993) find that nation-
specific betas do time-vary with international risk factors, but that movements in the betas
contribute only a small fraction to predicted variation in expected returns. Bali and Engle
(2010) find substantial time-variation in betas with the market, and Bali et al. (2013) shows
that the time-variation is meaningful for trading. Supporting this, Jagannathan and Wang
(1996) allow betas to time-vary in a CAPM model, which is better able to explain cross-
sectional returns. Lewellen and Nagel (2006) agree that betas time-vary, but disagree about
their ability to explain cross-sectional returns. Sheppard and Xu (2014) combine realized
measures with GARCH dynamics (HEAVY-GARCH) on factor models (including loadings)
to great success. Most applicable to our setup, Andersen et al. (2006) compute realized
betas, and find that they have much shorter memory than Realized Volatilities.
The debate about whether (and how much) betas vary over time is specifically important
to our setup. Take for example, a toy model with time-varying betas:
yt = βtFt + et,
6
but the econometrician instead estimates a model with constant betas:
yt = βFt + e¯t.
Then observe that the error term will include the time-variation in betas:
e¯t = (βt − β)Ft + et.
This has large implications for the observed idiosyncratic covariance matrix from the mis-
specified regression:
Σe¯ = (βt − β)ΣF (βt − β)′ + Σe.
Thus, one could observe factor structure in the residual variances (and the factor would be
highly correlated with factor volatility) simply due to misspecified dynamics in the factor
loadings.
We therefore allow betas to time-vary at the daily level, but leave them fixed intraday.
Mimicking the approach of Andersen et al. (2006), we use a realized beta setup:
Rβi,t =
Cov(rHFit , f
HF
t )
V ar(fHFt )
We allow dynamics on the factor loadings to follow independent autoregressions:
Φβi(L)βi,t = η
β
i,t, η
β
i,t ∼ iidN(0, σβi ) (1.2.1)
Dynamics on the factor loadings are given as independent univariate autoregressions, because
having to estimate a vector autoregression of factor loadings defeats the purpose of employing
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a factor structure in the first place, since there are N series of loadings.
It is important to note: while variation in realized betas has important implications for the
cross-sectional and time-variation of asset realized volatility, modeling it greatly increases
the number of parameters of the model (there are N × k× T realized betas). Therefore, for
the purposes of forecasting asset realized volatility, it is not clear that allowing for variation
in realized betas will improve outcomes. In fact we find that it is not – allowing for this
variation increases mean squared forecast error. In our forecasting exercise, we therefore
hold factor loadings constant, with the understanding that this may inflate the measured
time-variation in idiosyncratic volatility. On balance, however, we find that this approach
and a conservative interpretation of idiosyncratic volatility dynamics is more appropriate
for forecasting.
Factor Structure and PCA
In all empirical exercises, we use an observed factor for Ft in the level equation. This allows
us to both ignore estimation error in Ft, and provides us with observed high frequency data
for Ft, yielding realized measures of σFt and σet .
In order to extract a statistical factor, Vt, we use principal components to extract a static
factor for the idiosyncratic volatilities. Recall that for a panel log(σe), principal components
extracts factors via the minimization problem
V (k) = min
Λ,Fk
1
NT
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
(log(σei,t)− λki V kt )2,
subject to Λk
′
Λk/N = Ik or V k
′
V k/T = Ik.
Here k is the number of factors, V are the factors, and λ are the factor loadings. We
can quickly see that λ and V are not separately identified. This is why we need the or-
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Figure 1: Principal Components Analysis
A cloud of data. The black vectors represent the directions of greatest variation extracted by PCA. The
length of each vector represents the variance in that direction.
thonormalization identifying constraint above. We can think of this minimization problem
as extracting the directions of greatest variation. This can be visualized a la Figure 1.
Much like standard in-sample mean squared error (MSE) analysis, we can see from the above
formula that V (k) is strictly decreasing in k. Therefore, optimizing V (k) is a poor choice
for selecting the number of factors. As with MSE, this loss function can be augmented with
a penalty function for the number of factors to create a consistent information criterion. We
use the Bai and Ng (2002) information criterion to select the number of factors:
PC(k) = V (k) + kg(N,T )
Where N and T are the dimensions of the panel of interest, and g(·) need only satisfy
g(N,T ) −−−−−→
N,T→∞
0
9
min(
√
N,
√
T )g(N,T ) −−−−−→
N,T→∞
∞
We use PCA as one of the options for generating a factor for volatility. Similar to most
equity log-realized volatilities, the extracted PCA factor is approximately Gaussian and has
long-memory. Since this factor is a linear combination of log volatilities, these features are
to be expected.
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1.3 Equities Data
The date ranges for the data analysis runs from January 2007 to November 2014. All low
frequency (daily) returns were downloaded from the Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP), while all high frequency data was downloaded from the Ticker and Quote (TAQ)
dataset. We use high frequency data to construct realized measures from intraday returns,
but use the low-frequency (daily) returns to make average realized volatility the same as the
variance of returns.
We use two datasets: for low dimensional analysis, we use the DOW 10 and the SPY (a
highly liquid ETF tracking the S&P 500) as an observed market factor. All companies in
the DOW 10 are observed over the entire 2007–2014 trading period.
For high dimensional analysis, we use the S&P 100. Since companies enter and leave the
index over the sample period, we keep the stocks in the index as of November 2014 that are
traded across the entire 7 years. That leaves us with 90 assets. As with the DOW 10, we
use the SPY as an observed market factor for this dataset. Lists of the DOW 10 and the
stocks used in the S&P 100 (with sector designations) are presented in the Appendix.
1.3.1 Construction of Realized Measures
Continuing the discussion above, the Quadratic Variation of a log-price process is defined as
QVt = plim
M→∞
M−1∑
j=0
{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}{X(tj+1)−X(tj)}′
The natural estimator of true quadratic variation truncates the number of intraday observa-
tions at some finite number. This estimator was introduced by Andersen et al. (2001) and
Andersen et al. (2003) and it was shown to converge to QVt as the number of observations
goes to infinity by Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004).
Unfortunately that estimator is not robust to measurement error or jumps in the price
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process, so many variations have been introduced in the subsequent years. In the presence of
classical measurement error, the standard realized variance estimator is biased, and that bias
depends on sample size. So as the sampling frequency increases, the estimator becomes worse
and worse. To solve this issue, Ait-Sahalia et al. (2005a) propose a complex bias-corrected
estimator, but also suggest that a subsampling approach can be nearly as good. Subsampling
requires multiple intraday grids for the price process, where each sampling grid (say, 5
minutes) can be further subsampled at a higher frequency (say, 1 minute). Formally, let G(i)
be the partition of intraday returns at the ith minute, G(i) = {ti, ti+5, ti+10, . . . ti+5(M−1), and
associated estimate of realized volatility: [̂X,X]
(i)
t =
∑
j∈G(i){X(tj+1)−X(tj)}{X(tj+1)−
X(tj)}′. Then the estimate for daily realized volatility is R̂V t = 15
∑5
i=1 [̂X,X]
(i)
t . Liu et al.
(2015) thoroughly investigate over 400 different estimators and find that 5 minute intervals
(perhaps with 1-minute subsampling) is very hard to beat in terms of forecasting. Following
their lead and the theoretical contributions of Ait-Sahalia et al. (2005a), that is the estimator
we use. In our application, X is a vector of returns, which delivers a full realized covariance
matrix: R̂Covt.
To create our sampling time grid, we use the first observed return within minute j as Xtj
and fill in missing values with a return of 0. We also exclude the first and last 30 minutes
of each trading day to avoid open and close effects.
Computing the daily realized betas in practice is a matter of simply taking components from
the full Realized Covariance matrix described above:
R̂βt =
R̂Cov(rHFit , f
HF
t )
R̂V (fHFt )
.
Our method for computing realized measures is obviously not the only method of construct-
ing a realized volatility – given the number of modeling choices including sampling rate, sub-
sampling rate, functional form of the estimator (RV versus, say, a realized kernel), there are
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hundreds of volatility estimators. Briefly, the realized kernel estimator of Barndorff-Nielsen
et al. (2011) is an advanced method for these purposes, and has been further improved upon
by Hautsch et al. (2012) and Hautsch et al. (2011) in an effort to construct more efficient
estimators in high dimensions. Hautsch et al. (2011) finds that regularizing the kernel den-
sity estimator has significant implications for portfolio management. However, an additional
branch of literature suggests that the marginal gains of more advanced estimators relative
to the complexity required to calculate them is unclear. We refer to Liu et al. (2015), who
show that complexity usually does not significantly increase accuracy.
1.3.2 Data Transformations
As a potential issue, we recognize that despite the theoretical and practical support for the
Ait-Sahalia et al. (2005a) estimator, it does leave out significant trading information since
it ignores possible overnight changes in returns. Since the low-frequency data is constructed
using close-to-close returns, this lack of overnight information results in a nontrivial discrep-
ancy between the high frequency realized measures and the low frequency realized measure,
which is
1
T
T∑
t=1
rtr
′
t.
We employ a simple scaling that matches the moments of realized measures of different
frequencies, proposed in Sheppard and Xu (2014). Given
Σ =
1
T
T∑
t=1
rtr
′
t,
M =
1
T
T∑
t=1
R̂Covt,
Γ = Σ
1/2
M
−1/2
.
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Then define the scaled realized covariance:
R˜Ct = ΓR̂CovtΓ.
This yields
1
T
T∑
t=1
R˜Ct =
1
T
T∑
t=1
rtr
′
t.
As long as T is sufficiently larger than N , this transformation will be numerically stable.
We apply the transformation to the entire Realized Covariance matrix, and then use the
transformed values to construct realized betas. This means that although the moments for
the full realized covariance match the low-frequency counterparts, the moments for real-
ized betas do not. In practice we find that this overnight transformation does not impact
the qualitative results, but in combination with improved intraday realized measures it is
important to consider.
1.3.3 Estimation Procedure
Whether market volatility is precisely the factor for idiosyncratic volatility presents three
possible DGPs, which in turn should influence theory and mechanisms explaining the phe-
nomenon. There are three distinct cases for how the two can be related, and they lead to
three separate models of interest that we must estimate:
1. The factor(s) for idiosyncratic volatility are precisely the volatilities of the market
factor. This is the case employed in Kalnina and Tewou (2017). We call this FVOL
MKT.
2. The factor(s) for idiosyncratic volatility are orthogonal to the volatilities of the market
factors. We call this FVOL2.
3. The factor(s) for idiosyncratic volatility are separate from, though highly correlated
with, the volatilities of the market factor. This case remains largely unexplored, though
is related to work in Chen and Petkova (2012). We call this FVOL PCA.
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While Duarte et al. (2014), Herskovic et al. (2014), Barigozzi and Hallin (2016), and Christof-
fersen et al. (2014) all utilize a statistical factor as their factor for idiosyncratic volatility,
they do not comment on the relationship between Market Volatility and their statistical
factor. It is therefore difficult to discern whether they support FVOL2 or FVOL PCA.
Case 1 would correspond to the following model:
rt = βFt + et
log(σFt) = µF + βF log(σFt−1) + u
F
t
log(σeit) = µi + β
e
i log(σFt) + u
i
t
Case 2 would correspond to:
rt = βFt + et
log(σFt) = µF + βF log(σFt−1) + u
F
t
log(σeit) = µi + β
e
i log(σFt) + γiVt + u
i
t
Where Vt is an additional factor for volatility. The third case is if idiosyncratic volatility
is orthogonal to market volatility, βi = 0. Beginning with high frequency returns rtj , we
proceed as follows.
• At each date t, we run the intraday regression
rtj = βtftj + vtj , j = 1, . . .Mt
• We construct the daily estimate of realized volatility for ft and vt according to Section
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1.2.1. In practice, we compute the entire RCov for [rt, ft], which is an (N+1)×(N+1)
matrix.
• We conduct the data transformations, namely the scaling transformation to adjust for
overnight returns, according to Section 1.3.2.
• Decompose the adjusted RCov into market volatility, σft and idiosyncratic volatility,
diag(Ωvt).
• Finally, collect all elements of diag(Ωvt) into a T ×N panel.
• Analyze the panel according to the applicable model
1. FVOL MKT – Single factor on idiosyncratic volatility, where the factor is market
volatility.
2. FVOL2 – Two factor model on idiosyncratic volatility, where the first factor is
market volatility, and the second factor is extracted via PCA from the residuals.
3. FVOL PCA – Single factor on idiosyncratic volatility, where the factor is ex-
tracted via PCA on the idiosyncratic volatility panel.
1.3.4 Equities: Factor structure in Idiosyncratic Volatility
For both datasets, we start by verifying that idiosyncratic volatility is indeed dynamic and
exhibits factor structure. We verify that it is dynamic by running univariate autoregressions
with lag length chosen by AIC, all of which reject the null hypothesis of constant volatility
with white noise. We verify factor structure by visual inspection of the panel and scree
plots, which can be found in Figure 2.
1.3.5 Relationship between factor for volatility and factor volatility
Based on the figures, it is clear that there exists factor structure in idiosyncratic volatility.
This is consistent with prior research in the field, as in Herskovic et al. (2014), Barigozzi
and Hallin (2016), Kalnina and Tewou (2017) and Duarte et al. (2014). However, what is
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Figure 2: Factor Structure in Equities Idiosyncratic Volatility
Figures 2a and 2c plot the log-realized volatilities of the DOW 10 and S&P 100 datasets from 2007–2015.
Figures 2b and 2d plots corresponding scree plots (variances of the first 10 principal components)
(a) DOW 10 Idiosyncratic Volatility (b) DOW 10 Scree Plot
(c) S&P 100 Idiosyncratic Volatility (d) S&P 100 Scree Plot
not clear from the above literature is the relationship between the factor for idiosyncratic
volatility (i.e. the first principal component of the panel) and the volatility of the market
factor. Kalnina and Tewou (2017) assume that they are the same, while Herskovic et al.
(2014) and Barigozzi and Hallin (2016) do not.
In the following two sections, we argue that while the factor for idiosyncratic volatility and
market volatility are highly correlated, they are not the same. We argue these facts based
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Figure 3: Market Volatility and Idiosyncratic Volatility
The log-volatilities of the panel plotted against the SPY index volatility (in black) from 2007–2015.
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
on graphical analysis and a battery of statistical tests from the panel data literature.
Graphical Analysis
We start by presenting the volatility of the market factor (SPY) overlaid on the plots of
idiosyncratic volatility. The plots are in Figure 3. Taken together, the plots suggest that the
market volatility explains amount of cross-sectional variation in the panel of idiosyncratic
volatility. For the DOW 10, market volatility explains, on average 50% of cross sectional
variation, while for the S&P100, it explains 55%. The distribution of explained variation
across assets is in Figure 4. The explained variation is rather high for both panels, especially
considering the naive modeling strategy would presume market volatility is unrelated to
idiosyncratic volatility. These images heuristically support the methods in Kalnina and
Tewou (2017).
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Figure 4: Market Volatility: Explained Variation
The panel of R2 for each asset volatility in the panel regressed against SPY volatility. Approximately the
same fraction of variation is explained by the SPY for each asset.
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
Figure 5: First PC of Idiosyncratic Volatility
The panel of R2 for each asset volatility in the panel regressed against first principal component of idiosyn-
cratic volatility.
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
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Figure 6: Market Volatility and First PC of Idiosyncratic Volatility
Each plot displays the 22-day rolling mean of the Market Volatility (black, dashed line) and the First
PC of Idiosyncratic Volatility (blue, solid line) for that panel. Both volatilities have been centered
and scaled to have mean 0 and variance 1.
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
a
However, we also entertain the idea, as in Duarte et al. (2014), Herskovic et al. (2014), and
others, that the factor for idiosyncratic volatility is a separate, PCA factor, that is possibly
unrelated to market volatility. To support this, we present the distribution of explained
variation, but this time with the first principal component of the panel of idiosyncratic
volatilities replacing that of market volatility. These are in Figure 5. The average cross
sectional R2 in the DOW 10 panel is 68%, while that in the S&P 100 panel is 76%. Unsur-
prisingly the first PC explains substantially more cross sectional variation than does market
volatility. This supports Model 3.
Lastly, we also show that while the first PC explains more cross sectional variation than
market volatility, the two are nonetheless highly correlated. In Figure 6 we plot the 22-day
rolling average of the PCA factor and the Market log-Volatility. For both equities datasets,
the correlation between the two (unsmoothed) is 0.85.
Despite this high correlation, we also consider whether both market volatility and the PC
factor are important for explaining cross sectional variation in the panel. This is the Model
2 paradigm. We therefore plot the distribution of explained variations in Figure 7 with two
factors – the first is the market volatility and the second is a PCA factor on residuals after
regressing out market volatility. In this case, the average cross sectional R2 for DOW 10 is
68%, while that in the S&P 100 panel is 76%.
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Figure 7: Market Volatility and PCA factor of Idiosyncratic Volatility
In blue, the panel of R2 for each asset volatility in the panel regressed against SPY volatility. In red is the
increased in R2 from also regressing against first PCA.
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
One should note that the average explained variation for the two-factor paradigm is exactly
the same as that for the principal components factor. Based on that observations, one might
think that the market volatility plus a PCA factor merely spans the same space as the first
PCA factor. Supporting this claim would be the fact that the canonical correlation between
the first PCA factor and the two-factor model is almost exactly 1. Despite that, the two
are not the same, insofar as it relates to explaining the panel of idiosyncratic volatility.
Indeed, some assets are better explained by the two factor paradigm, and others are better
explained by the principal components factor. Thus, while a linear combination of the two
factors can nearly exactly generate the first PC factor, that linear combination is not optimal
for explaining the panel.
Overall, graphical analysis supports the idea that both Model 2 or Model 3 are highly plausi-
ble. Despite the high correlation between Market Volatility and the first PC of Idiosyncratic
Volatility, the PCA factor is able to explain a much larger share of overall variation.
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Statistical Tests
We propose a series of statistical tests for whether the factor for idiosyncratic volatility is
the same, related or different from market volatility. We propose two versions of a likelihood
ratio test, a test of factor structure from Onatski (2009), and a test for relating an observed
factor to a PCA factor that is due to Bai and Ng (2006).
Using a normality assumption, we can use a likelihood ratio test for βei = 0 ∀i in order
to differentiate between cases 2 and 3. However, there are two LR tests necessary, since
the construction of Vt via Principal Components will be different depending on whether
the market volatility has been regressed out or not. As shown above, before regressing
out the market volatility, the factor for idiosyncratic volatility is highly correlated with
market volatility. As such, one would expect that if Vt is extracted from the entire panel of
idiosyncratic volatility, then Vt might mainly include redundant information with σft . As
such, we wish to test whether σft includes new information both before and after Vt has
been extracted. In test LR-1 we construct Vt based on the residuals from first regressing out
σft . In test LR-2, we construct Vt on the full panel, before regressing out σft . We expect,
and find, that the test statistics for LR-1 are always substantially larger than those for
LR-2. The LR test has asymptotic distribution as χ2k, where k is the number of restrictions
imposed. In all cases, k is the size of the cross sectional dimension.
In addition to a likelihood ratio test, we consider tests motivated by Bai and Ng (2006)
and Onatski (2009). The former consists of using an observed factor Gt and PCA factor
Ft, where the null hypothesis is that they are statistically the same. To deal with non-
identification of the factor under rotation, the test statistics are constructed via canonical
correlations as follows. Suppose we regress Gt against Ft, yielding Ĝt. Then construct
τ̂t =
(
Ĝt −Gt
)
v̂ar(Ĝt)(1/2)
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In other words, this is the t-statistic for the null that Gt is spanned by Ft. Let Φτα be the α
percentage point of the standard normal distribution. Then the statistics are
A =
1
T
T∑
t=1
1 (|τ̂t| > Φτα)
M = max|τ̂t|
These exact tests have asymptotic distributions
A→p 2α
M such that P (M ≤ x) ≈ 2Φ(x)− 1.
The rejection region for test M is found via simulation, as the (1 − α) quantile of the
maximum absolute value of standard normal vectors of length T .
They also propose approximate tests that are more heuristic. Consider regressing Gt against
Ft. Then, under the null, the noise-to-signal ratio should be 0 and the R2 should be one.
The heuristic tests say that the R2 should be “high,” and the noise-to-signal ratio should be
“low.”
Lastly, we consider the test from Onatski (2009), which examines the number of factors in
a panel. The exact test statistic is
R = max
k0<i≤k1
γi − γi+1
γi+1 − γi+2 , 0 ≤ k0 < k1 ≤ N − 2,
where γi is the ith largest eigenvalue of the smoothed periodogram estimate of the spectral
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Table 1: Statistical Tests Explained – Expected Outcomes
Test Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
LR-1 Power, β 6= 0 Power,Reject
Power to correlated regressor,
Reject
LR-2 Under-reject(correlated regressors)
Power,
Reject
Under-reject
(correlated regressors)
Onatski Correct size Power,Reject
Power,
Reject more than 5%
A 0.1 N/A N/A
M ∼ 4 N/A N/A
NS ∼ 0 Moderately low Moderately low
R2 ∼ 1 Moderately high Moderately high
density matrix of data at a prespecified frequency. This test is valid for testing against a null
of 0 factors. Therefore, after regressing out the market volatility, we test for the presence
of factor structure, where the null hypothesis is no factor structure, and the alternative is
anywhere from 1–3 factors. The test statistic has asymptotic Tracy-Widom distribution,
whose critical values are tabulated in Onatski (2009).
For clarity, consider Table 1, where we provide the behavior of each test under the null
hypotheses for Models 1–3 respectively.
The tests are statistically conclusive, and provide statistically significant estimates (except
LR-2 for the DOW 10). All Bai and Ng (2006) easily reject the null that market volatility is
the same as the PCA factor. The Onatski (2009) test supports the existence of at least one
more factor after regressing out market volatility. The LR-1 test resoundingly rejects the
null for both datasets, which supports the graphical evidence that the market volatility is a
driver of the overall panel. The LR-2 null hypothesis is rejected for the S&P 100, but not
for the DOW 10. This suggests that for the DOW 10 dataset the market volatility might
be extraneous once the first PC is extracted, but that for the S&P 100 dataset, the market
volatility still holds meaningful information for the cross-section even after extracting the
first PC. All results can be found in Table 2.
The statistical tests therefore strongly support Model 2. Both market volatility and a
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Table 2: Statistical Tests for Equities
Table with statistical tests for the two equities datasets (DOW 10 and S&P 100). LR-1 and LR-2 tests
display likelihood ratio statistics for the null hypothesis that the coefficients on market volatility should be
0. LR-1 performs the test on the panel of idiosyncratic volatilities, while LR-2 performs the test on panel
residuals after extracting the first Principal Component. Onatski is the test for factor structure described in
Onatski (2009) where the null hypothesis is that there is no factor structure after regressing out the market
volatility. A andM are exact tests from Bai and Ng (2006), while NS and R2 are approximate tests from the
same paper. Note that A has no critical values, but the test statistic should converge to 2α for α confidence
level. ** denotes significant at 5%, *** denotes significant at 1%.
Test DOW 10 S&P 100
LR - 1 36461*** 471729***
LR - 2 13.72 135***
Onatski 12.13*** 12.36***
A 0.50*** 0.84***
M 14*** 75***
NS 0.38 0.37
R2 0.72 0.73
CI(R2) (0.70, 0.79) (0.71, 0.75)
principal component factor are needed to explain the panel. The two are not the same, and
neither makes the other extraneous.
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1.4 Foreign-Exchange Rates
Next we move on to our analysis of Foreign Exchange rate returns. We consider a panel of
15 exchange rates from major economies (a full list can be found in the Appendix).
Our data consists of daily FX returns downloaded from FRED, confined to the post-Euro
era, so our sample runs from January 1999 to October 2015. Since the returns are daily,
we aggregate to monthly realized beta. For the market factor, we use an equal-weighted
average of all the returns. This index is 99.9% correlated with the first principal component
of returns. The order of our estimation procedure is exactly analogous to our equities data
analysis, save that the frequencies are all shifted to be lower – high frequency exchange rate
returns are now daily returns.
1.4.1 Comparison with Equities Results
We are interested if the structure in idiosyncratic volatility is confined merely to equities
or also applies to other financial datasets. It turns out that many of the general features
present in equities is also present in FX, though there are some important differences. We
start with a graphical analysis of the data and then continue on to the statistical tests.
Graphical Analysis
The graphical analysis begins in Figure 8, where we present the panel of idiosyncratic volatil-
ity together with the market volatility. As in the case of equities, there are clear dynamics
in idiosyncratic volatility, and they display factor structure. Moreover, the market volatility
has dynamics consistent with the rest of the panel. In contrast to equities, the factor struc-
ture seems weaker here, as individual exchange rates frequently deviate from the rest of the
panel.
The weaker factor structure is further supported by Figure 9. Whereas in equities the average
R2 were 50% and 55% for DOW 10 and S&P 100, respectively, the market volatility only
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Figure 8: FX Factor and Idiosyncratic Volatility
Panel of log exchange rate volatilities from 1999–2016 (AL, BZ, CA, DN, JP, KO, MX, NZ, NO, SI, SF, SZ,
UK, EU). In black is the equal-weighted average of all returns (approximately the first PCA).
explains, on average, 18% of cross sectional variation. Additionally, the first PC explains
only 47% of cross sectional variation, compared to 68% and 76% for the DOW 10 and S&P
100. Similar to equities, when we take two factors, the structure is familiar, though again,
the levels are lower. Market volatility and a PC factor explain 50% of the cross sectional
variation (as compared to 68% and 76% for DOW 10 and S&P 100).
Thus, in the case of FX returns, there are three major differences. First, the factor is
much weaker. No matter which factor you use, the amount of cross-sectional variation
is substantially lower. Second, the discrepancy between average explained variation from
market volatility and the first PC is much larger. The first PC explains almost 30 percentage
points more than cross-sectional variation of FX returns. Lastly, the two are much more
dissimilar than their counterparts in the equities datasets. Indeed, the correlation between
market volatility and the first PC of idiosyncratic volatility is 0.57, which is much lower
than the 0.85 for both equities datasets. The 6-month rolling window of the PCA factor
and the market volatility are plotted in Figure 10.
Thus, from graphical analysis, we immediately gain insight into similarities and differences
between FX returns and equity returns. In the case of FX, market return does not do a good
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Figure 9: Explained Variation in FX Idiosyncratic Volatility
Panel of R2 for each exchange rate when regressed against market volatility (the equal weighted average),
the first PCA, and both. Despite high correlation of market volatility and first PCA, the first PCA has on
average greater explanatory power. However, for a few assets, the gains from adding market volatility to
the first PCA are also nontrivial (see BZ and CA).
(a) Market Vol (b) First PC (c) Market Vol + PC
Figure 10: PCA Factor vs Market Volatility
6 month rolling window of volatility. Blue (solid) line displays the first PC of idiosyncratic volatility, while
the black (dashed) line displays the market volatility. Both volatilities have been centered and scaled to
have mean 0 and variance 1.
job explaining cross sectional variation, whereas the first PC does much better. Indeed, they
are weakly correlated at 57%. Nonetheless, when the two are paired together, most cross
sectional variation is explained. The average R2 from the two factor model is exactly the
same as that of only the first PC, but similar to equities, the distribution of R2s is not the
same.
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Table 3: Statistical Tests for FX panel
Table with statistical tests for the FX rate dataset. LR-1 and LR-2 tests display likelihood ratio statistics
for the null hypothesis that the coefficients on market volatility should be 0. LR-1 performs the test on
the panel of idiosyncratic volatilities, while LR-2 performs the test on panel residuals after extracting the
first Principal Component. Onatski is the test for factor structure described in Onatski (2009) where the
null hypothesis is that there is no factor structure after regressing out the market volatility. A and M are
exact tests from Bai and Ng (2006), while NS and R2 are approximate tests from the same paper. Note
that A has no critical values, but the test statistic should converge to 2α for α confidence level. ** denotes
significant at 5%, *** denotes significant at 1%.
Test Forex
LR - 1 1221***
LR - 2 95***
Onatski 17.46***
A 0.76***
M 16***
NS 1.86
R2 0.35
CI(R2) (0.24, 0.45)
Statistical Tests
We run the same battery of statistical tests on the FX data as we did equities. Due to the
graphical analysis above, we expect to easily reject the null that the PC factor is the same
as market volatility (Bai and Ng (2006) tests) and that there is no factor structure once the
market is taken into account (Onatski (2009) test). Somewhat surprisingly though, both
LR tests also reject the null that market volatility should not be included at all. All results
are in Table 3.
In conclusion, both datasets support the notion that there is factor structure in idiosyncratic
volatility and that the panel of idiosyncratic volatility is best explained via two factors; one
is the market factor and one is a PC factor.
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1.5 Conditional Mean Misspecification
Conditional mean misspecification could also generate this observed factor structure. As a
preliminary exercise, observe that if the true DGP is:
yt = β1ft + β2Xt + et
ft ∼ N(0, σ2f,t) Xt ∼ (0, σ2X)
Yet the estimated model is:
yt = β¯1ft + e¯t
Then:
E[β¯1] = β1 + β2
Cov(ft, Xt)
V[ft]
= β1 if Cov(ft, Xt) = 0
e¯t = β2(Xt) + et
Vt[e¯t] = 2σ2Xβ2β
′
2 + Vt[et]
Even if Vt[et] = c, Vt[e¯t] will be time-varying with factor structure. If Xt is a function of ft,
in particular suppose the conditional mean is a higher-order polynomial of ft, Vt[e¯t] will also
comove with market volatility! While this example is obviously contrived, it is important to
point out that in the presence of any omitted factors from the level equation, there will be
factor structure in idiosyncratic volatility. Indeed, Herskovic et al. (2014) fit a large factor
model (5 principal components) to the level equation, but still found the same structure in
idiosyncratic volatility. Since we are specifically interested in how the structure might effect
the relationship with factor volatility, we run our intraday factor regression with four powers
of the observed factor.
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Table 4: Statistical Tests for Higher Powers of Market Return
Table with statistical tests for the two equities datasets (DOW 10 and S&P 100) where the factors are the
first four powers of the observed market factor (SPY). LR-1 and LR-2 tests display likelihood ratio statistics
for the null hypothesis that the coefficients on market volatility should be 0. LR-1 performs the test on the
panel of idiosyncratic volatilities, while LR-2 performs the test on panel residuals after extracting the first
Principal Component. Onatski is the test for factor structure described in Onatski (2009) where the null
hypothesis is that there is no factor structure after regressing out the market volatility. A and M are exact
tests from Bai and Ng (2006), while NS and R2 are approximate tests from the same paper. Note that A
has no critical values, but the test statistic should converge to 2α for α confidence level. While the Bai and
Ng (2006) tests generate test statistics for each of the four powers, we only report the results for the first
power (market volatility). ** denotes significant at 5%, *** denotes significant at 1%.
Test DOW 10 S&P 100
LR - 1 33603.22*** 395929***
LR - 2 41.1511 15436***
Onatski 8.75** 122***
A 0.87*** 0.89***
M 64*** 124***
NS 0.38 1.88
R2 0.72 0.34
CI(R2) (0.70, 0.75) (0.32, 0.36)
For the DOW10, the correlation between the market factor and the first PC of idiosyncratic
volatility is 0.85, exactly the same as it was when we fit a single factor. For the S&P100, the
correlation between market volatility and the first PC of idiosyncratic volatility drops from
0.85 to 0.56. While this drop is fairly large, our statistical tests, especially the LR tests,
show that the market volatility is still a vital component of the panel. While the Bai and Ng
(2006) test produces a statistic for all four observed factors (the volatilities of the powers of
market returns), we only report statistics for the market volatility, as the results are nearly
identical for all of them. The results of the statistical tests are in Table 4. A particularly
striking result is the difference between the second likelihood ratio test at N = 10 (the
DOW10) and N = 100 (the S&P100). This is likely owing to the blessing of dimensionality
and improved inference of factor structure as N becomes large.
While the test statistics change, since we are now testing more restrictions (in the case of the
LR tests), the overall picture is still the same. The LR tests are all resoundingly rejected,
so the volatilities of powers of market returns cannot be excluded from the model.
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1.6 Forecasting
In addition to assessing the relationship between the factor for idiosyncratic volatility and
market volatility, we also explore what, if any, impact the factor for volatility has on volatility
forecasting. In addition to the three models we presented in Section 1.3.5, we include two
additional benchmark models:
1. BMK – The benchmark model where only the factor has time-varying volatility (con-
stant idiosyncratic volatility). Jacquier et al. (1994) proposed a Stochastic Volatility
version of this model, though they did not estimate it. Diebold and Nerlove (1989)
proposed and estimated a similar model, where the factor volatility is an ARCH pro-
cess.
2. AR – In addition to time-varying volatility in the factor, idiosyncratic volatility is also
time-varying, but they vary as independent autoregressions. Kim et al. (1998) pro-
posed this multivariate stochastic volatility model, though Pitt and Shephard (1999)
and Aguilar and West (2000) independently (and with different MCMC techniques)
actually produced estimation procedures.
In order to estimate our three Factor for Idiosyncratic Volatility models, we proceed in one
of the following ways:
• For model 1 of 3 (FVOL MKT), we regress each of the log-diagonal vector of Ωvt , σeit ,
against log(σft ) to estimate βi.
• For model 2 of 3 (FVOL2), regress log(σeit) against log(σFt), and conduct PCA on the
panel of residuals.
• For model 3 of 3 (FVOL PCA), we conduct PCA directly on the panel of log-idiosyncratic
volatlitities. σeit . We then regress the residuals against σFt .
For all datasets we focus on the forecast errors of the panel of variances. Correlations are
modeled via loadings from the level regression, which are the same for all models. All models
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Figure 11: Equities Squared One-Step Prediction Errors
Cumulative squared errors over time, 2007–2015, of DOW 10 and S&P100. Each date adds the average
squared distance of true volatility to forecasted volatility over the panel. The models perform similarly
outside the financial crisis 2008–2010, but there the discrepancies are large.
(a) DOW10 (b) S&P 100
and datasets forecast poorly at the beginning of the financial crisis in 2008, so we report
both average Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Median Absolute Error (MAE), where the
mean/median is taken across time for each asset and then averaged across assets. We also
plot the cumulative squared one-step ahead forecast errors, both for the whole sample and
pre- and post-2008 (FX is also plotted pre-2008).
1.6.1 Equities
For both equities datasets, we use a 200 day rolling window estimation period. In each
period we estimate each of the five competing models and forecast ahead 1–12 days. Due to
the fact that there are some large outliers (even outside the financial crisis), we record both
Average MSE and MAE. The DOW 10 forecasting results are presented in Table 5, while
results for the S&P 100 dataset are in Table 6. One-step-ahead cumulative squared forecast
errors for both datasets are plotted in Figure 11. To ensure the results are not solely driven
by dynamics in the crisis, we also present (in the Appendix) tables of forecasting results
and figures with squared forecast errors using forecasts only after January 2009. The DOW
10 forecasting results are in Table 12, while the S&P 100 results are in Table 13. Squared
forecast errors for both datasets are plotted in Figure 13.
First focus on the DOW 10 dataset in Table 5. By average MSE, all FVOL models forecast
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Table 5: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of DOW 10 Rvariances
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. All models use a 200-day rolling window to estimate parameters,
followed by forecasts for 1–12 days ahead.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 0.82 1.01 1.03 1.30 0.83 0.89 0.82 0.83
2 0.86 0.99 0.98 1.11 0.88 0.90 0.83 0.85
3 0.90 1.00 1.02 1.08 0.90 0.91 0.85 0.87
4 0.92 0.99 0.99 1.05 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.88
5 0.93 1.00 1.05 1.06 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.88
6 0.94 1.01 1.03 1.05 0.92 0.92 0.86 0.90
7 0.94 1.02 1.05 1.03 0.94 0.94 0.87 0.91
8 0.95 1.01 1.02 1.02 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.91
9 0.94 1.02 1.03 1.00 0.94 0.93 0.86 0.91
10 0.94 1.01 1.01 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.87 0.92
11 0.95 1.01 1.02 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.93
12 0.95 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.94 0.88 0.94
variances about as well, though FVOL 2 does slightly worse than the others at short horizons.
In addition, the model of Pitt and Shephard (1999) (AR) does very well, clearly supporting
the hypothesis that idiosyncratic variance is at least time-varying. Despite the FVOL models
not performing particularly well, their worse performance is mainly centered around the
financial crisis, specifically around late 2008. When we look at average MAE instead of
MSE, we see that all models provide substantial forecasting improvements as compared to
the benchmark model. The Pitt and Shephard (1999) (AR) model still performs about as
well, but introducing some sort of factor on idiosyncratic volatility also performs comparably
well with much fewer estimated parameters. Specifically, using a PCA factor to forecast
idiosyncratic volatility works best at all horizons.
In the larger, S&P 100, sample, the results are qualitatively similar. Once again, all models
perform very similarly when compared via average MSE. This time though, the AR model
slightly underperforms the benchmark, the PCA factor slightly outperforms the benchmark,
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Table 6: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of S&P 100 Rvariances
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. All models use a 200-day rolling window to estimate parameters,
followed by forecasts for 1–12 days ahead.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 1.06 1.04 0.97 18.18 0.70 0.79 0.70 0.70
2 1.17 1.05 0.98 27.19 0.76 0.83 0.74 0.74
3 1.18 1.07 0.99 9.77 0.79 0.84 0.75 0.77
4 1.34 1.09 0.98 15.11 0.81 0.85 0.75 0.77
5 1.16 1.08 0.98 9.49 0.83 0.86 0.76 0.79
6 1.29 1.04 0.99 7.58 0.85 0.87 0.77 0.81
7 1.22 1.07 1.00 10.56 0.86 0.87 0.78 0.82
8 1.18 1.05 0.99 4.61 0.87 0.89 0.79 0.84
9 1.24 1.11 0.99 3.97 0.88 0.89 0.79 0.84
10 1.28 1.12 0.99 3.23 0.89 0.90 0.79 0.84
11 1.26 1.13 0.99 2.49 0.89 0.91 0.79 0.86
12 1.24 1.16 0.99 1.36 0.90 0.91 0.81 0.87
and the FVOL 2 model performs substantially worse. The forecasting deficiencies are mainly
due to the financial crisis, and by using average MAE, all FVOL models see large improve-
ments over the benchmark model. The AR model performs very well, but this time both
FVOL PCA and FVOL2 do even better. The FVOL MKT once again underperforms the
other models, but still beats the benchmark.
Taken together, as the panel of volatilities grows in cross-sectional dimension, the improve-
ments of using FVOL models increases. While using both the market volatility (model 1)
and the PCA factor are each helpful, the PCA factor is better for forecasting. This reaffirms
the traditional “Blessing of Dimensionality” in factor models – that when dimensions grow,
there are increasingly large benefits to fitting factor models rather than attempting to model
each series individually.
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Table 7: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of FX rate Rvariances
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. For all models, we use a 50-month rolling window where we
estimate the model in every window and then forecast for 1–12 months ahead.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 0.98 0.97 1.22 2.47 0.83 0.93 0.81 0.83
2 1.13 1.01 0.98 1.18 0.86 0.96 0.85 0.88
3 1.16 1.02 0.98 1.69 0.91 1.00 0.88 0.92
4 1.10 1.03 1.17 2.47 0.94 0.98 0.87 0.94
5 1.08 1.03 37.84 2.40 0.96 1.00 0.92 0.96
6 1.11 1.06 4.44 15.41 0.99 1.02 0.95 1.01
7 1.06 1.11 1.42 25.39 0.97 0.99 0.95 1.00
8 1.03 1.03 4.20 1.53 0.98 1.01 0.94 1.03
9 1.02 1.05 1.60 1.21 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.99
10 1.03 1.04 1.32 1.19 0.97 1.01 0.95 1.01
11 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.06 0.95 0.97 0.88 0.96
12 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.02 0.98 0.99 0.92 0.97
1.6.2 Exchange Rates
We use the same set of competing models to predict FX monthly volatilities, but this time
use a rolling window of 50 months. We report both average MSE and MAE prediction error,
as forecast errors are non-Gaussian. The table with forecasting performance is in Table 7
while the plot of squared prediction error is in Figure 12. We also include figures of squared
prediction error for pre-August 2008 and post January 2009 in the Appendix (Figure 14),
and forecasting results only post-2009 (Table 14).
When compared via MSE, most models do not make much of an improvement over the
benchmark, if any at all. The FVOL MKT model performs slightly better at horizon 1,
though worse at all other horizons. FVOL PCA performs best at horizon 2 and 3, but
overall they both underperform the benchmark.
On the other hand, when compared via average MAE, the factor in idiosyncratic volatility
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Figure 12: FX Squared One-Step Prediction Errors
Cumulative squared errors over time, 2007–2015, of the panel of exchange rate volatilities. Each date adds
the average squared distance of true volatility to forecasted volatility over the panel. The models perform
similarly outside the financial crisis 2008–2010, but there the discrepancies are large.
has a large impact on improving forecasts. All FVOL models perform much better (10–20%)
than the benchmark, especially at short horizons. Similar to equities, the FVOL PCA model
performs best at all horizons.
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1.7 Conclusion
We have revisited the standard factor model, and its use in facilitating tractable dynamic
volatility. We have shown that Σet is correlated with ΣFt , but that ΣFt alone is not suffi-
cient for explaining time-variation in idiosyncratic volatility. This suggests that the classic
decomposition is ultimately not an optimal approach to modeling time-varying volatility.
Furthermore, one might conclude that if modeling panels of volatilities, and not covari-
ances, is the practitioner’s goal, then one should fit factor models to panels of volatilities
directly. This result holds across a wide variety of asset classes and time frequencies.
We briefly explored the implications of these results for forecasting, but much remains to be
done. In particular, do these heirarchical factor structures help in constructing density fore-
casts for returns? Are these risk factors for idiosyncratic volatility priced? Our preliminary
evidence on both questions suggest negative results, but these results could be sensitive to
the time horizon of the sample, the specific equity market, or even the industry.
The presence of this structure in both equities and FX data suggests it may be a more
general feature of volatility. It remains to be argued why the nature of panels of volatility
should lend themselves to such heirarchical structures, whether through network effects or
an endogenous economic mechanism. Indeed, due to the fact that FX rates and equities
are entirely different asset classes, the empirical phenomenon may be more of a statistical
phenomenon (such as factor structure) than one that is driven by structural theory. It
also remains to be shown whether this feature appears in other panels of volatilities, for
example in the volatility of large macroeconomic panels. Finally, our framework here did
not accurately account for measurement error in the panels of volatilities. Using frontier
theory on the distribution of realized volatility estimators one can extend this work to
account for measurement error, and this represents an avenue for future contributions.
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1.8 Appendix
1.8.1 Simulation Appendix
In this section we confirm the appropriateness of our battery of statistical tests. There
are several issues to consider that may warrant skepticism of their use in our environment:
(1) Our observed factor volatility (market volatility) is actually observed with measurement
error (as it is a realized measure), (2) our panel of interest itself is observed with measurement
error (realized measures of idiosyncratic volatility), and (3) our models contain correlated
regressors (as the market volatility factor is correlated with the first Principal Component
of idiosyncratic volatility).
To assuage our concerns with all three issues, we conduct the following simulation. We
generate output using Models 1, 2, and 3 as the data generating processes, for the cases
of N = 10, 100, 200, T = 500, 2000, and intraday observations of 100 and 1000. The log-
market volatility is generated as an AR(1) process with AR parameter 0.9 and mean -9. The
factor structure (whether Model 1, 2, or 3) is defined in terms of log-volatlities. All factor
loadings (for all possible factors) are distributed as absolute value of normals with mean
zero and standard deviation 0.5. In Model 2, the PCA factor is generated as the market
(log) volatility plus classical measurement error with variance calibrated so that the PCA
factor is 75% correlated with the market volatility. Intraday observations are taken as iid
draws from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance the true volatility. Realized
volatilties are calculated as in Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004), the outer product of
high-frequency returns. While we acknowledge that the high-frequency generation process is
simplistic (and unrealistic), note that the most important object is the signal-to-noise ratio
between true and realized volatility. With a more complex DGP, one should use a more
sophisticated estimation procedure to maintain a similar amount of information. Factor
loadings vary every day as iid noise centered around constant loadings.
We then conduct our battery of tests on each set of data generated for 1, 000 simulations,
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and determine if the tests have correct size and power for the respective data generating
processes and null hypotheses. The results are very promising and presented in Table 8.
Recall Table 1. We expect the LR-1 test to have appropriate power, rejecting the null in all
cases2. In Model 3, LR-1 has appropriate power even against a correlated regressor, as we
regress out σFt first. By contrast, LR-2 will under-reject Models 1 and 3, as it is facing an
alternative of correlated regressors (similar to a t-test in a simple regression setup). We see
this in practice. The approximate Bai and Ng tests behave as expected. Notably, these tests
are reasonably robust to measurement error both in the panel and in the observed factor
for volatility: In the case of 100 intraday observations, the measurement error volatility in
idiosyncratic volatility is 5% of the volatility in the panel, and the tests behave as expected.
Measurement Error And Simulation Results
The exact Bai and Ng tests, as well as the Onatski tests, do not behave as desired in a high
frequency simulation setting. We note in particular that when Model 1 is the null, both
of these tests strongly over-reject. This suggests that our preference for Models 2 and 3 in
the empirical results should potentially be taken with a grain of salt. In this section we
explore the role that measurement error in the realized measures of market volatility and
idiosyncratic volatility can play in explaining these results.
Recall the construction of realized measures, and suppose we are trying to select between
Models 1, 2, and 3. Further suppose we measure idiosyncratic volatility accurately via a
direct method. For example, with a high number of intraday observations, our measurement
of realized beta will be accurate, so we may construct high frequency idiosyncratic returns
directly, resulting in more classical measurement error in idiosyncratic volatilities. We still
estimate the factor structure by estimating the regression
RIVit = µi + βiRVft + u
i
t (1.8.1)
2Note that even in the case of Model 1, LR-1 should reject β = 0 since the PCA factor should be the
same as the market volatility.
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If RVft = σ2Ft + Ft , then the parameter estimate β̂i will be biased downward relative to the
true regression coefficient between σ2it and σ
2
Ft
due to attenuation bias from measurement
error. The result is ûit will exhibit factor structure regardless of the nature of uit. Note
that in practice error in market volatility realized estimation will be correlated with error in
idiosyncratic volatility realized estimation, which will reduce the magnitude of this problem
– having correlated errors on LHS and RHS diminishes the impact of attenuation bias from
RHS measurement error3.
Consider the results of our Onatski test: because the test statistic regresses out market
volatility and examines the factor structure of the remaining residuals, it is subject to the
above error. As a result, it over-rejects. We can find confirming evidence for this story
by running the simulation using true market volatility in place of a realized estimate in
the estimation of Equation 1.8.1. When we do this we find that Onatski rejects with the
correct rate. We also consider alternative explanations of the phenomenon by running
the simulation with different measurement error specifications – in particular we find that
classical measurement error on the true market volatility still induces Onatski to over-reject.
Thus the over-rejection is simply a matter of having positive measurement error at all, rather
than depending on the exact nature of error in the realized estimator.
1.8.2 Data Lists
In this section, we present each of the three datasets used in the paper, as well as data
descriptions. For the equity datasets we provide ticker and company name, and for the
S&P 100 dataset we also present the sector. For the FX dataset we provide data label from
FRED as well as the currencies.
3Consider regressing y against x when we observe y˜ = y + ε and x˜ = x+ v. Then
y = βx+ u
y˜ = βx˜+ u− βv + ε
Thus a positive correlation between v and ε means the bias in β above is smaller than the bias in the case
when ε = 0.
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• Table 9 – List of companies used for DOW 10 analysis.
• Table 10 – List of companies (and sectors) used for S&P 100 analysis.
• Table 11 – List of currencies used for FX rate analysis.
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Figure 13: Equities cumulative squared forecast errors – Post 2009
(a) DOW 10 (b) S&P 100
Figure 14: FX cumulative squared forecast errors
(a) Pre- August 2008 (b) Post- 2009
1.8.3 Forecasting Tables and Figures
In this Appendix we present extra tables and figures from the forecasting exercises.
• Table 12 – DOW 10 forecasting results (average MSE and MAE) using forecasts only
after 2009.
• Table 13 – S&P 100 forecasting results (average MSE and MAE) using forecasts only
after 2009.
• Table 14 – FX rate forecasting results (average MSE and MAE) using forecasts only
after 2009.
• Figure 13 – Plot of squared forecast errors for both equity datasets, post 2009.
• Figure 14 – Plot of squared forecast errors for FX dataset, pre-2008 and post-2009.
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Table 8: Simulation Results
Results of 1000 replications of each model. Columns are labelled M-1, M-2, and M-3 corresponding to Models
1, 2, and 3 respectively. Column and row segments are labelled based on corresponding dimensions N and
T and number of intraday observations. Tests LR-1, LR-2 and Onatski report empirical size of 95% cutoff
values. Tests A, M, NS and R2 (those from Bai and Ng (2006)) report average values across simulations.
N = 10 N = 100 N = 200
M-1 M-2 M-3 M-1 M-2 M-3 M-1 M-2 M-3
In
tr
ad
ay
=
10
0 T
=
50
0
LR-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LR-2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Onatski 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
A 0.64 0.95 0.91 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.98 0.98
M 24.40 62.80 115.29 43.57 53.73 143.83 61.32 69.46 189.80
NS 0.06 8.72 1.09 0.06 3.16 1.06 0.06 3.20 1.06
R2 0.97 0.81 0.59 0.97 0.69 0.59 0.97 0.68 0.59
T
=
20
00
LR-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LR-2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Onatski 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
A 0.62 0.94 0.91 0.86 0.97 0.96 0.90 0.97 0.97
M 29.65 63.73 142.82 48.26 49.97 156.60 65.05 62.25 203.59
NS 0.05 5.22 1.01 0.05 2.11 0.98 0.05 1.81 0.98
R2 0.97 0.81 0.57 0.97 0.63 0.57 0.97 0.61 0.57
In
tr
ad
ay
=
10
00 T
=
50
0
LR-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LR-2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Onatski 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
A 0.63 0.99 0.97 0.87 0.99 0.99 0.91 1.00 1.00
M 23.07 55.09 348.38 41.32 49.87 422.75 58.08 62.42 573.11
NS 0.01 7.23 0.97 0.01 3.38 0.97 0.01 2.76 0.98
R2 1.00 0.84 0.61 1.00 0.70 0.61 1.00 0.70 0.61
T
=
20
00
LR-1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LR-2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Onatski 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
A 0.62 0.98 0.97 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.99 0.99
M 27.92 54.86 443.58 45.58 45.09 467.36 62.37 58.50 614.67
NS 0.00 5.16 0.92 0.00 1.95 0.90 0.00 1.81 0.90
R2 1.00 0.83 0.59 1.00 0.65 0.59 1.00 0.62 0.60
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Table 9: DOW 10 Company List
Ticker Name
AA Alcoa Inc
AXP American Express
BAC Bank of America
DD Du Pont
GE General Electric
IBM International Business Machines
JPM JPMorgan Chase
KO Coca-Cola
MSFT Microsoft
XOM Exxon Mobil
Table 10: S&P100 Company List
Ticker Name Sector Ticker Name Sector
AAPL Apple Inc. Info Tech IBM Intl Business Machines Corp Info Tech
ABT Abbott Laboratories Health Care INTC Intel Corp Info Tech
ACN Accenture plc Info Tech JNJ Johnson & Johnson Health Care
AIG American International Group Financials JPM JP Morgan Chase & Co Financials
ALL Allstate Corp Financials KO Coca-Cola Co Cons. Staples
AMGN Amgen Inc Health Care LLY "Lilly Health Care
AMZN Amazon.com Inc Cons. Discret. LMT Lockheed Martin Industrials
APA Apache Corp Energy LOW Lowe’s Cos Inc Cons. Discret.
APC Anadarko Petroleum Corp Energy MA Mastercard Inc A Info Tech
BA Boeing Co Industrials MCD McDonald’s Corp Cons. Discret.
BAC Bank of America Corp Financials MDT Medtronic Inc Health Care
BAX Baxter Intl Inc Health Care MET Metlife Inc Financials
BHI Baker Hughes Inc Energy MMM 3M Co Industrials
BK The Bank of New York Mellon Corp Financials MO Altria Group Inc Cons. Staples
BMY Bristol-Myers Squibb Health Care MON Monsanto Co. Materials
C Citigroup Inc Financials MRK Merck & Co Inc Health Care
CAT Caterpillar Inc Industrials MS Morgan Stanley Financials
CL Colgate-Palmolive Co Cons. Staples MSFT Microsoft Corp Info Tech
CMCSA Comcast Corp Cons. Discret. NKE NIKE Inc B Cons. Discret.
COF Capital One Financial Financials NOV National Oilwell Varco Inc Energy
COP ConocoPhillips Energy NSC Norfolk Southern Corp Industrials
COST Costco Wholesale Corp Cons. Staples ORCL Oracle Corp Info Tech
CSCO Cisco Systems Inc Info Tech OXY Occidental Petroleum Energy
CVS CVS Caremark Corp. Cons. Staples PEP PepsiCo Inc Cons. Staples
CVX Chevron Corp Energy PFE Pfizer Inc Health Care
DD "DuPont Materials PG Procter & Gamble Cons. Staples
DIS Walt Disney Co Cons. Discret. QCOM QUALCOMM Inc Info Tech
DOW Dow Chemical Materials RTN Raytheon Co Industrials
DVN Devon Energy Corp Energy SBUX Starbucks Corp Cons. Discret.
EBAY eBay Inc. Info Tech SLB Schlumberger Ltd Energy
EMC EMC Corp Info Tech SO Southern Co Utilities
EMR Emerson Electric Co Industrials SPG Simon Property Group Financials
EXC Exelon Corp Utilities T AT&T Inc Telecom Services
F Ford Motor Co Cons. Discret. TGT Target Corp Cons. Discret.
FCX Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold Materials TWX Time Warner Inc Cons. Discret.
FDX FedEx Corp Industrials TXN Texas Instruments Inc Info Tech
GD General Dynamics Industrials UNH Unitedhealth Group Inc Health Care
GE General Electric Co Industrials UNP Union Pacific Corp Industrials
GILD Gilead Sciences Inc Health Care UPS United Parcel Service Inc B Industrials
GOOG Google Inc Info Tech USB US Bancorp Financials
GS Goldman Sachs Group Inc Financials UTX United Technologies Corp Industrials
HAL Halliburton Co Energy VZ Verizon Communications Inc Telecom Services
HD Home Depot Inc Cons. Discret. WFC Wells Fargo & Co Financials
HON Honeywell Intl Inc Industrials WMT Wal-Mart Stores Cons. Staples
HPQ Hewlett-Packard Co Info Tech XOM Exxon Mobil Corp Energy
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Table 11: Forex List
FRED Label Currency
exalus Australia / US
exbzus Brazil / US
excaus Canada / US
exdnus Denmark / US
exjpus Japan / US
exkous South Korea / US
exmxus Mexico / US
exnzus New Zealand / US
exnous Norway / US
exsius Singapore / US
exsfus South Africa / US
exszus Switzerland / US
exukus UK / US
exeuus EU / US
Table 12: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of DOW 10 Rvariances (post 2009)
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. All models use a 200-day rolling window to estimate parameters,
followed by forecasts for 1–12 days ahead. Table presents only forecast errors from predictions after 2009.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 0.70 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.83 0.88 0.80 0.81
2 0.75 0.93 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.90 0.82 0.83
3 0.81 0.92 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.84 0.86
4 0.86 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.83 0.86
5 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.85 0.88
6 0.86 0.93 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.86 0.90
7 0.85 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.93 0.87 0.90
8 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.85 0.90
9 0.86 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.86 0.90
10 0.83 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.87 0.90
11 0.85 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.92
12 0.85 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.87 0.93
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Table 13: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of S&P 100 Rvariances (post 2009)
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. All models use a 200-day rolling window to estimate parameters,
followed by forecasts for 1–12 days ahead. Table presents only forecast errors from predictions after 2009.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 0.75 0.85 0.87 0.98 0.68 0.78 0.67 0.65
2 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.93 0.74 0.81 0.71 0.70
3 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.94 0.77 0.82 0.72 0.72
4 0.97 0.87 0.86 0.92 0.79 0.83 0.72 0.73
5 1.03 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.81 0.84 0.74 0.75
6 1.19 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.82 0.85 0.75 0.76
7 1.67 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.84 0.86 0.76 0.78
8 1.59 0.86 0.86 0.90 0.85 0.87 0.77 0.81
9 1.89 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.87 0.77 0.80
10 2.07 0.88 0.86 0.93 0.87 0.88 0.77 0.80
11 1.99 0.88 0.85 0.95 0.87 0.89 0.78 0.83
12 1.81 0.89 0.86 0.95 0.88 0.89 0.79 0.84
Table 14: Mean Square Error, Median Absolute Error of FX rate Rvariances (post 2009)
All values are relative to BMK forecasts. Bolded value in each row is the minimum, when better than
BMK. BMK is benchmark, AR is with univariate autoregressive idiosyncratic volatility, FVOL MKT uses
market volatility as a single idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL PCA uses a single principal component as an
idiosyncratic vol factor, FVOL 2 uses both. For all models, we use a 50-month rolling window where we
estimate the model in every window and then forecast for 1–12 months ahead. Table presents only forecast
errors from predictions after 2009.
Average MSE Average MAE
h AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2 AR FVOL FVOL FVOL2
MKT PCA MKT PCA
1 1.10 1.04 1.00 1.19 0.75 0.83 0.72 0.75
2 1.06 1.15 1.00 1.29 0.81 0.91 0.77 0.83
3 1.12 1.19 0.96 1.73 0.92 0.99 0.83 0.94
4 1.72 1.19 0.94 3.10 0.93 1.03 0.86 0.97
5 1.52 1.23 211.40 3.37 0.98 1.04 0.89 0.99
6 1.76 1.35 16.09 8.90 1.01 1.06 0.94 1.01
7 1.36 1.47 3.33 14.53 0.98 1.03 0.91 1.02
8 1.23 1.21 23.83 4.25 0.99 1.05 0.94 1.05
9 1.12 1.30 5.26 2.28 0.96 1.02 0.96 1.03
10 1.17 1.22 3.33 2.07 0.96 0.98 0.92 1.03
11 1.21 1.08 0.99 1.36 0.96 0.97 0.85 0.98
12 1.23 1.09 0.94 1.07 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.95
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CHAPTER 2
The Spanning Puzzle and Nonlinearities at
the Zero Lower Bound
2.1 Introduction
The relationship between the yield curve and macroeconomic fundamentals is a modern
but rich area of research. Historically, the literature has emphasized different fundamental
qualities of the yield curve, such as whether yields must be arbitrage-free, whether the yield
curve must be expectations hypothesis-driven, and whether the yield curve is driven by
latent or observed factors. Many of these questions that are still actively under discussion.
A recent deep divide between the macroeconomic literature and the financial literature is
the spanning hypothesis.
On the one hand, simple statistical and financial arguments suggests that the current yield
curve must span any factor that is a determinant of yields. The statistical argument notes
that most term structure models assume instantaneous risk-free interest rates are affine
in risk factors. This implies bond yields are affine in risk factors. Since yield-specific risk
factors are approximately the first principal components of yields (and are thus linear combi-
nations of yields), the measurement equation can be inverted. In the inverted measurement
equation, macroeconomic risk factors are solely a linear function of yields. This is what
the literature typically refers to as “spanning”: macroeconomic risk factors can be deduced
a linear combinations of yields from a sufficiently rich portfolio. The financial argument is
concerned with the efficiency of markets. If macroeconomic factors inform the distribution
of future yields, agents would trade on this information until it was reflected in today’s
prices. This suggests there is no extraneous information regarding future yields contained in
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macroeconomic fundamentals after controlling for the entire contemporaneous yield curve.
This is a key result for simplifying estimation in most macroeconomic term structure models.
For examples of macroeconomic literature describing the role of spanning results in estima-
tion, see Ang and Piazzesi (2000), Ang et al. (2006), as well as Rudebusch and Wu (2008)
and Bikbov and Chernov (2010). A short literature reviewed by Duffee (2013) attempts to
demonstrate directly the invertibility of the yield curve measurement equation.
On the other hand, much of the financial econometric and predictive modeling/forecasting
literature finds evidence of unspanned macroeconomic risk. Here unspanned macroeconomic
risk means that macroeconomic factors improve forecasts of yields (or returns) even once
the contemporaneous yield curve is controlled for. There is a large body of literature finding
direct evidence against the spanning relationship. First, Cooper and Priestley (2009) and
Ludvigson and Ng (2009) demonstrate that macroeconomic factors provide new information
on contemporaneous risk premiums. Stock and Watson (2003) shows that the future value
of macroeconomic factors capable of explaining cross-sectional variation of the yield curve
is not exclusively determined by bond yields; this is a corollary to unspanned risk denoted
“unspanned macroeconomic forecasts.” Joslin et al. (2014) provides rigorous tests of macroe-
conomic term structure model (MTSM) restrictions implied by the spanning relationship.
This work also provides a more conceptual statistical argument against spanning, namely
that the number of factors needed to span the yield curve is far fewer than the number of
macroeconomic factors believed to be correlated with the yield curve4. There is also a large
body of work that ties macroeconomic fundamentals to the yield curve for the purposes of
forecasting, but does not directly tackle the spanning question. Nevertheless, the role of
macroeconomic information in forecasting is suggestive of a failure of the spanning relation-
ship. See, for example, Evans and Marshall (1998), Dewachter and Lyrio (2006), and most
recently Diebold et al. (2006).
4This conceptual argument invites a formal test via canonical correlations of the yield curve and a large
macroeconomic panel. A relevant modern framework for doing so is Andreou et al. (2016). Such a test is
beyond the scope of the framework here, but as of this paper no such test has been conducted.
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Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) is the most recent significant attempt to reconcile this litera-
ture. Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) argues that failing to account for measurement error can
induce spurious findings of unspanned risk5. The measurement error argument states that
even if the spanning hypothesis holds vis a vis true yields, observed yields contain measure-
ment errors that can induce spuriously observed unspanned risk. That work was motivated
by the disagreement between the theory and evidence of term structure modeling, employing
the term “spanning puzzle”. On a similar note, Bauer and Hamilton (Forthcoming) show
that statistical tests of the spanning hypothesis suffer from biased standard errors owing to
highly serially correlated regressors, thus leading to over-rejection. Correcting for this bias
calls into question the findings of numerous studies that had previously rejected spanning.
This paper is motivated by the findings of Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) and the ensuing
discussion of the subject undertaken by Rebonato (2016). In particular, Rebonato (2016)
suggests that spanning of one form or another must hold, as bond markets are highly efficient.
Thus one of two possibilities must be true:
1. Spanning tests will find unspanned risk no matter how many linear combinations of
yields are used, in which case affine models are inadequate6.
2. If spanning is to hold in affine models, sufficiently many yields must be used as re-
gressors. This is in contrast to the existing literature which typically employs 3 or 5
principal components in forecasting.
However, the two explanations are actually closely linked, because small misspecification
in the model or data can induce large spurious rejection of spanning; rotating the data to
principal components (PCs) and only using the first 3 or five PCs magnifies the effects of
small misspecification. This paper will explore this link by means of a single key nonlinearity
of interest in modern times: namely the zero lower bound (ZLB) wedge. If the true data
5Several arguments are presented, but the measurement error result is the relevant finding for this
framework.
6By the same token, Gurkaynak and Wright (2012) posits the question of whether affine models can
accommodate existing discrepancies in the spanning literature as an important research question.
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generating process is nonlinear, then the classical approaches to testing the spanning hy-
pothesis (which are all linear tests and procedures) can spuriously reject, even if the degree
of nonlinearity is small. This is relevant in modern times, where the ZLB makes yields a
nonlinear function of risk factors. In fact, the ZLB induces a nonlinear wedge between risk
factors and actual yields in the presence of a positive probability of negative future short
rates. The probability of a future ZLB regime has been positive since as early as 1993, and
as a result nonlinearities in the yield curve have been present at least as long. This was first
observed by Bomfim (2003), who notes the small probability of a ZLB regime approaching
in 2000–2003. This argument is consistent with that of Cochrane and Piazzesi (2005), who
found smaller degrees of unspanned risk given a sample that ended in 2003 as opposed to
ending the sample in 2007. Notably, these nonlinearities first appear in the long end of the
yield curve (since longer maturities will be where positive probabilities of the ZLB bind-
ing first appear). This is in contrast to much of the literature that emphasizes the role of
nonlinearities at short maturities, and in particular emphasizes that the ZLB regime is not
relevant until post-2007. Since the spanning literature frequently emphasizes time spans
that run up until 2007, the ZLB can still be a relevant omitted nonlinearity. In particular,
10-year and 20-year yields are nontrivially influenced by the ZLB as early as 2002 and 1995,
respectively.
This is an important first nonlinearity to consider for two reasons: (1) the new nonlinear
terms in the model are spanned if and only if yields are spanned, and (2) updated appro-
priate updated spanning tests can be easily derived. A thorough examination would require
exploring the potentially endless world of nonlinear models, where determining what span-
ning even means is no longer obvious – See Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2002), Shin and
Zhong (2017), and Christensen et al. (2014), who present differing methods and results on
whether dynamic yield volatility is spanned. Another leading alternative is the quadratic
term structure model of Ahn et al. (2002), advanced by Li and Zhao (2006). Even simpler
omitted nonlinearities are relevant: Cochrane (2015) observes the potential that unspanned
risks attributed to inflation are potentially “proxying (and poorly) for detrending [and sea-
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Table 15: Breakdown of Spanning Literature
Linear DGP Nonlinear DGP
Linear Model Already Treated *Open*
Nonlinear Model Robust Model-Dependent
sonal effects] of the level and slope factors”. This paper does not undertake a comprehensive
exploration of remaining nonlinearities and their role in explaining remaining unspanned
macroeconomic risk, leaving this task for a future work.
One can consider this exploration via Table 15. The single omitted nonlinearity considered
is the ZLB wedge. There are a number of techniques available for modifying an affine model
to respect the ZLB, but the leading method is the shadow rate model of Black (1995). This
paradigm posits the existence of an unconstrained instantaneous risk-free rate (or shadow
rate), and real-world instantaneous risk-free rate is the supremum of the shadow rate and
zero. The difference between shadow yields and actual yields is deduced as the option price
of holding currency. The most popular exposition of this model and the necessary estimation
techniques for it is Christensen and Rudebusch (2013)7. Approximations based on Krippner
(2012) and Krippner (2013) have led shadow-rate models to the forefront of ZLB yield curve
modeling.
By contrast, exploring the second possibility from Rebonato (2016) is relatively simple.
By employing higher frequency data, increasing the number of available yield observations,
one can extend standard 3-factor spanning tests to 5-factor spanning tests without loss of
power. Moreover, these tests can actually be expanded to fully general spanning tests using
all observed yields. To proceed on this front, this paper will compare the effect of the omitted
nonlinearity mechanism in both a monthly frequency and a daily frequency model, wherein
the daily frequency model will be able to have an order of magnitude more observations.
Though the full infill asymptotic theory of how this model should behave relative to a
monthly frequency model will not be explored here, this methodology represents a first pass
7Shadow-rate models were in partial use immediately after Black (1995), but difficulties in analytical
solutions and estimation largely precluded their use.
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at estimating the relative effects of omitted nonlinearities against the effects of having failed
to use a sufficient number of yields.
The paper proceeds as follows. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 first discuss the relevant yield curve
modeling techniques, along with classical approaches for testing the spanning hypothesis.
The models considered here rely on no-arbitrage restrictions. The other leading specification
is the popular forecasting Dynamic Nelson-Siegel (DNS) model. In fact, the two can often be
combined, and the resulting Arbitrage-Free Nelson-Siegel (AFNS, Christensen et al. (2011))
has been successful in the empirical MTSM literature. However, once the DNS model is aug-
mented with unspanned observable macroeconomic risk factors, there is little exploration in
the literature on whether the arbitrage-free restrictions are helpful for model fit/forecasting,
or if they are even correctly specified restrictions. See Figure 15 to visualize the nesting of
these models and why the no-arbitrage restriction strategy is preferable in this framework.
Section 2.4 discusses the statistical properties of our main hypothesis: that when the true
data generating process is nonlinear and satisfies spanning, linear spanning tests can spu-
riously reject the spanning hypothesis. Section 2.5 demonstrates the main hypotheses in
simulation, and explores the ability of corrections to linear spanning tests to accurately
recover macroeconomic spanning. It is shown that the degrees of nonlinearity caused by
the ZLB pre-2007 are sufficient to cause substantial over-rejection in simulation, but that
the numerical importance of failing to use sufficiently many yields is generally greater. The
omitted nonlinearity effect is compounded by the use of PCs instead of all yields, and greatly
compounded by the use of only three PCs.
Section 2.6 applies the models to the data. This section finds that standard linear spanning
tests indeed reject the spanning hypothesis. After adjusting for nonlinearities induced by the
ZLB in the pre-2007 period, we find results broadly consistent with the simulation results.
The omitted ZLB wedge mechanism indeed explains a nontrivial portion of the observed
unspanned risk, though the effect in practice is not nearly as strong at the long end of the
yield curve as one might expect based on the shape of the ZLB wedge. The linear spanning
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tests understandably find enormous unspanned risk in the post-ZLB period. Once correc-
tions are made to account for the ZLB, however, one finds that there is less unspanned risk
at all maturities post-ZLB as compared to pre-ZLB. The effects of omitting data (i.e., using
PCs instead of a full set of yields) was found to be comparable in magnitude to the effect
of omitting the ZLB nonlinearity. However, there is additional evidence that the use of PCs
instead of a full set of yields as predictors compounds the effect of omitting the ZLB non-
linearity. Section 2.7 summarizes the conclusions of this work and offers recommendations
for future work.
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Figure 15: Affine macroeconomic Term Structure Modeling
This figure represents the nesting of macroeconomic term structure models together with the major
literature upon which this paper is based. The blank central piece of the diagram represents the
open question in the literature of whether a term structure model augmented with macroeconomic
factors can be satisfy no-arbitrage while still matching the data well. This question is separate from
the debate on spanning, and suggests that for the purposes of this work arbitrage-free models might
be preferable to DNS models.
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2.2 Yield Curve Modeling
2.2.1 Yield Curve Notation
Here introductory notation is established. All bond yield models must begin with a risk-
free rate rt and risk factors Xt, which may consist of yield-specific risk factors Zt and/or
macroeconomic risk factors Mt. Affine models assume:
rt = δ0 + δ1Xt = δ0 + δ
Z
1 Zt + δ
M
1 Mt (2.2.1)
In the Gaussian class of yield curve models, real-world transition dynamics on Xt = [Zt,Mt]
are given by a Gaussian vector autoregression (VAR):
Xt = µ+ φXt−1 + Σt
The distinction between real-world and risk-neutral dynamics will be elaborated upon further
in Section 2.2.2. One can then introduce bond yields yt(τ), prices Pt(τ), and forward rates
ft(τ), each a function of maturity τ , via the following classical system of equations, described
in McCulloch (1971), that governs the relationship between the three:
Pt(τ) = e
−τyt(τ)
ft(τ) = −P
′
t (τ)
Pt(τ)
yt(τ) =
1
τ
ˆ τ
0
ft(u)du
These are the discount curve, forward rate curve, and yield curve respectively. A thorough
discussion of how to construct an actual data set of bond yields can be found in Diebold
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et al. (2006), who draws on the work of McCulloch (1975) and Vasicek and Fong (1982).
Given a set of yields, the broad problem is how to estimate the curve yt(τ), an infinite
dimensional time-varying object. Under the affine assumption for interest rates, Duffie and
Kan (1996) shows that bond yields are affine in risk factors:
yt(τ) = A(τ) +B(τ)Xt = A(τ) +B
Z(τ)Zt +B
M (τ)Mt (2.2.2)
It follows that forward rates are also affine in risk factors, with notation8:
ft(τ) = A
′(τ) +B′Z(τ)Zt +B′M (τ)Mt
The most widely used class of term structure models assumes Gaussian VAR transition
dynamics for risk factors:
 Zt
Mt
 =
 φZZ φZM
φMZ φMM

 Zt−1
Mt−1
+ Σt, Σt ∼ N (0,Ω) (2.2.3)
With transition dynamics on risk factors specified, the task of modeling yt(τ) now falls to
the determination of appropriate functions A(τ), B(τ).
2.2.2 No-Arbitrage Modeling
A canonical arbitrage-free affine macroeconomic term structure model proceeds as follows.
As before, the short-rate is affine in the risk factors:
rt = ρ0 + ρ
Z
1 Zt + ρ
M
1 Mt
8Once the ZLB is introduced, it will occasionally be useful to work with forward rates in addition to or
instead of yields. In particular, see Section 2.4.2, where employing nonlinear predictive regression tests is
made easier through the use of forward rates. Noting that forward rates are also affine in risk factors implies
that working with forward rates adds no computational burden.
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Importantly, to appropriately specify no-arbitrage restrictions, it is necessary to separately
specify the real-world (P) and the risk-neutral (Q) dynamics separately. Thus:
 Zt
Mt
 = µP + φP
 Zt−1
Mt−1
+ ΣPt , ΣPt ∼ N(0,ΩP) (2.2.4)
And separately:
 Zt
Mt
 = µQ + φQ
 Zt−1
Mt−1
+ ΣQt , ΣQt ∼ N(0,ΩQ) (2.2.5)
Following Joslin et al. (2013), who builds upon the work of Duffie and Kan (1996), this
set of assumptions is sufficient to guarantee that model-implied yields are arbitrage free in
addition to being affine in risk factors.
Implicitly, Yt, A, and BZ , BM are all functions of the maturity τ . So far, nothing has
changed from the standard model except for having restricted factor loadings. However,
with specifications on both the risk-neutral and physical dynamics of the risk factors, Duffie
and Kan (1996) show that the following difference equations yield A(τ) and B(τ) that satisfy
no-arbitrage conditions:
(τ + 1)A(τ + 1) = τA(τ) + µQτB(τ)− 1
2
(τB(τ))Ω(τB(τ)) + ρ0 (2.2.6a)
(τ + 1)B(τ + 1) = φQτB(τ) + ρ1 (2.2.6b)
These restrictions facilitate estimation, as now the full set of factor loadings (potentially of
large dimension) are pinned down by the few remaining parameters in Equations 2.2.6a and
2.2.6b.
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Figure 16: US Government Bond Yields
Plotted are market yields on US Treasury securities at constant maturities of 3m, 1yr, 10yr, and
20yr from December 1993–June 2015 at a monthly frequency.
2.2.3 Zero Lower Bound and the Shadow Rate
Consider the modern US yield curve and compare its general history with the recent ZLB
period in Figure 16. The model described above, in normal times, posits that bond yields
are affine in risk factors, and that risk factor transition dynamics are linear and conditionally
Gaussian. Following 2007, when bond yields are close to the ZLB and facing that constraint,
a wholly affine and conditionally Gaussian state space system performs poorly. While there
are a number of paradigms for remedying this, shadow rate models have proven far and away
the most widely accepted. The standard thought exercise to motivate this is to consider the
price of a bond with maturity τ in two alternative worlds: the real world where currency
exists, and a “shadow” world where currency does not exist. As a result, the instantaneous
risk-free rate rt should always satisfy:
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rt = max{0, st}, (2.2.7)
where st is the instantaneous risk-free rate in the shadow world, henceforth the shadow rate.
Bond prices in the two worlds are similarly related like so:
Pt(τ) = min[1, P˜t(τ)]
= P˜t(τ)−max
[
P˜t(τ)− 1, 0
]
= P˜t(τ)− CAt (τ, τ, 1)
The real world bond price must equal the shadow bond price, unless the price of the shadow
bond is above 1. The term max
[
P˜t(τ)− 1, 0
]
is observed to be an American call option
on the shadow bond with the same maturity and a strike price of 1, hence the notation
CAt (τ, τ, 1).
Krippner (2012) and Krippner (2013) observe that the American call option is extraordinarily
difficult to analyze analytically because of its early exercise option. It is therefore difficult to
estimate in practice. Instead it can be approximated by a European option. For arbitrary
maturities, Krippner (2012) introduces this approximating bond and prices it thusly:
P at (τ + δ) = P˜t(τ + δ)− CEt (τ, τ + δ, 1)
As discussed in Christensen and Rudebusch (2016), Krippner (2012) deduces that, while
the approximating bond price might not be identical to the price of the real world bond of
interest, the corresponding forward rate converges as δ → 0. In short:
ft(τ) = lim
δ→0
[
− ∂
∂δ
P at (τ + δ)
]
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And as a result:
ft(τ) = f˜t(τ) + lim
δ→0
[
− ∂
∂δ
CEt (τ, τ + δ, 1)
P˜t(τ + δ)
]
(2.2.8)
In the Gaussian class of models this can be written more explicitly as:
ft(τ) = f˜t(τ)Φ
(
f˜t(τ)
Ψ(τ)
)
+ Ψ(τ)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
f˜t(τ)
Ψ(τ)
]2 (2.2.9)
The resulting approximating yield curve in the shadow rate model is expressed:
yt(τ) =
1
τ
ˆ t+τ
t
f˜t(s)Φ( f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
)
+ Ψ(s)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
]2 ds (2.2.10)
The variable Ψ(s) gives the conditional variance of shadow bond option prices. In the Gaus-
sian class, it can be shown (Christensen and Rudebusch (2013), or Bauer and Rudebusch
(2016)) that its value is determined according to:
Ψ(1) = ρ
′
1Ωρ1
Ψ(τ) = ρ
′
1
[
τ−1∑
i=0
φiΩ(φi)
′
]
ρ1, τ > 1
One can explore the nature of shadow forward rates and shadow yields within this framework.
Notice that if:
y˜t(τ) =
1
τ
ˆ t+τ
t
f˜t(s)ds
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Then:
yt(τ) = y˜t(τ) +
1
τ
ˆ t+τ
t
f˜t(s)(Φ( f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
)
− 1
)
+ Ψ(s)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
]2 ds
(2.2.11)
Define:
ZLBt(τ) =
1
τ
ˆ t+τ
t
f˜t(s)(Φ( f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
)
− 1
)
+ Ψ(s)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
]2 ds.
This term is commonly denoted as the ZLB wedge. Conceptually this term represents an
approximation to the option value from holding currency. Since investors will always hold
cash instead of buying a bond with negative yield, this option value of currency drives the
difference between shadow yields and model-fitted yields. Thus:
yt(τ) = y˜t(τ) + ZLBt(τ) (2.2.12)
The cross-sectional and time-varying nature of the function ZLBt(τ) is of central importance
to this study. The ZLB literature has classically emphasized the nature of this function in
the period post-2007. However, as discussed in the introduction, investors placed positive
probability on future short rates being negative as early as 2000–2002, and we can see this
in the ZLB wedge in Figure 17. Although these nonlinearities are small, their statistically
significance should not be underestimated. We can also see that between 2000 and 2016,
the impact of the ZLB on yields fluctuated dramatically(see Figure 18). Because the yield
curve was downward trending, but not yet at the ZLB, the shape of the yield curve in the
early 2000s represents the expectation that the ZLB constraint would begin to bind at some
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Figure 17: The ZLB Wedge Across Time
In each plot is the ZLB wedge from the model of Bauer and Rudebusch (2016). This is a Gaussian
MTSM with inflation and output gap as macroeconomic factors evaluated at a monthly frequency.
Each plot gives the wedge for a particular maturity from December 1993 to June 2015.
point in the future, albeit not the immediate future. Thus the long end of the yield curve is
affected more sharply than the short end. This terminology now facilitates a discussion of
the nature of the spanning hypothesis at the ZLB.
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Figure 18: The ZLB Wedge Across Maturities
In each plot is the ZLB wedge from the model of Bauer and Rudebusch (2016). In the upper plot is
the ZLB wedge across maturities from a representative month in the year 2003. In the lower plot is
the ZLB wedge across maturities from a representative month in 2010.
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2.3 The Spanning Hypothesis
Under the assumptions of Section 2.2.1, bond yields are affine in risk factors Xt:
yt = A+BXt = A+B
ZZ ′t +B
MMt (2.3.1)
This equation gives rise to the spanning puzzle. Suppose BM is a nonsingular matrix, in
which case one can invert this equation to arrive at Mt as a linear function of yield curve
information. The standard argument in the literature is as follows: consider the case that
Zt are not just dynamic latent factors, but are instead the first three principal components
of yields9. Then if Equation 2.3.1 holds with nonsingular BM , for some portfolio of bond
yields Pt:
Mt = α+ βPt
Therefore, in a regression of Mt on the full set yt should have an R2 of one. The non-
statistical formulation of this argument has an efficient markets basis: if macroeconomic
information available today were helpful for forecasting the yield curve, bond traders would
be aware of this information and trade on it, meaning that this macroeconomic information
would be present in today’s yield curve.
To test this in an arbitrage-free affine model, there are two necessary and sufficient parameter
restrictions for this class of models to have unspanned macroeconomic risk:
ρM1 = 0 (2.3.2)
9Much of the yield curve forecasting literature, recently Diebold and Li (2006) and Joslin et al. (2014),
agree that the dynamic factors are extremely highly correlated with the first three principal components.
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φQPM = 0 (2.3.3)
Unfortunately, this calculation shows that the increased parsimony in the model does equate
with increased power to test the restrictions implied by the existence of unspanned risk.
Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) notes that under the null hypothesis the risk-neutral dynamics
of the macroeconomic risk factors are not identified. Following Hansen (1996), unidentified
parameters under the null hypothesis prevent the likelihood ratio test statistic from achieving
its standard χ2 limiting distribution. The solution Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) present is
to instead conduct a likelihood ratio test on a fully flexible, unrestricted dynamic factor
model wherein the null hypothesis supposes only that the factor loadings on macroeconomic
risk factors are zero. Since this fully flexible model nests the unrestricted (i.e., allowing
for spanning) arbitrage-free model, this test will be conservative for the actual desired test
statistic. The likelihood ratio test statistic will not be conducted here as a short argument
shows it to be redundant in the Gaussian class of models: if an observed risk factor is
correlated with yields, it must be correlated with shadow yields. This is because yields
are the sum of shadow yields and the ZLB wedge, and it is impossible in the Gaussian
class of models to be correlated with one and not the other. If one rejects the unspanned
risk restrictions on an affine model, one will invariably have to reject them on a shadow rate
model too. Therefore, the results of considering the likelihood ratio tests here are redundant
to those considered in Bauer and Rudebusch (2017), in which restrictions implied by the
existence of unspanned risk are strongly rejected.
The spanning puzzle literature often cites two inauspicious corollaries. The first is that
after controlling for an adequate portfolio of bond yields, macroeconomic factors are unin-
formative about their own future values. This corollary is the unspanned macroeconomic
forecasts puzzle, following Bauer and Rudebusch (2017). That the cross section of relevant
macroeconomic factors can be fully explained by contemporaneous bond yields is denoted
the unspanned macroeconomic variation element of the puzzle, again following Bauer and
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Rudebusch (2017).
Though these corollaries are interesting phenomenon in their own right, the question of
most practical importance is the existence of unspanned macroeconomic risk. This question
is asking whether all information necessary for forecasting yields is contained in today’s yield
curve. Formally, this is a question of the predictive regression:
yt+h = β0 + β1yt + β2Mt + et, (2.3.4)
and whether or not β2 = 0. The unspanned macroeconomic variation and unspanned macroe-
conomic forecasts corollaries are examined in practice via two additional regressions:
Mt = γ0 + γ1yt + εt (2.3.5a)
Mt+1 = λ0 + λ1yt + λ2Mt + t (2.3.5b)
These regression tests appear in Joslin et al. (2014), Duffee (2011), and Bauer and Rudebusch
(2017). The (informal) test statistics are that the R2 of the first regression should be
near one, and that λ2 in the second regression should be zero. However, there is some
disagreement over whether the corollary regressions are necessary. In particular, there is an
intuitive discussion of the following in Bauer and Rudebusch (2017): One need not expect
regression 2.3.5a to have an R2 of 1, rather the residual from this regression should be
expected to have no predictive power. The predictive regression 2.3.4 tests whether the
residual from 2.3.5a has predictive power for yields, and 2.3.5b tests whether the residual
from 2.3.5a has predictive power for macroeconomic variables. The previous discussion is
formalized in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The following statements are true:
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1. Unspanned macroeconomic risk implies unspanned macroeconomic variation.
2. Unspanned macroeconomic variation does not imply unspanned macroeconomic risk.
3. Outside of knife-edge cases, unspanned macroeconomic risk implies unspanned macroe-
conomic forecasts.
4. Unspanned macroeconomic forecasts do not imply unspanned macroeconomic risk.
Proof. In the predictive regression
yt+h = β0 + β1yt + β2Mt + et,
finding β2 6= 0 is equivalent to the following: Consider the residual from a regression of Mt
on yt,
Mt = γˆyt + ÔM t. (2.3.6)
Then unspanned risk implies that the orthogonal component ÔM t has predictive power for
yt+h. That is, the following regression could equivalently be considered:
yt+h = β˜0 + β˜1yt + β˜2ÔM t + et (2.3.7)
Thus, unspanned macroeconomic risk implies the existence of an orthogonal component in
the projection of Mt on yields, and that this orthogonal component has predictive power.
Thus β˜2 6= 0. That this orthogonal component must exist implies there is unspanned
macroeconomic variation. This proves statement 1. However, the existence of this orthogo-
nal component does not necessarily imply β˜2 6= 0, thus proving statement 2.
Considering regression 2.3.6 again. In the regression:
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Mt+h = λ˜0 + λ˜1yt + λ˜2ÔM t + t, (2.3.8)
unspanned macroeconomic forecasts are defined as λ˜2 6= 0. Combining 2.3.6 and 2.3.4 yields:
Mt+h = γˆβ˜0 + γˆβ˜yt + γˆβ˜2ÔM t + ÔM t+h
Thus, unless the coefficient in a regression of ÔM t+h on ÔM t is exactly −γˆβ˜, it will be the
case that β˜ 6= 0 =⇒ λ˜2 6= 0. This proves statement 3.
Finally, the left hand side of 2.3.8 is a sum of γˆyt+h and ÔM t+h. As can clearly be seen,
unspanned macroeconomic forecasts by themselves do not indicate whether ÔM t has pre-
dictive power for yt+h, in which case there is also unspanned macroeconomic risk, or ÔM t+h
only, in which case there is not. This proves statement 4.
It follows that although the literature treats tests for unspanned macroeconomic variation
and unspanned macroeconomic forecasts as robustness checks for unspanned macroeconomic
risk, they are in fact three separate phenomena. Moreover, while finding the absence of
unspanned variation or unspanned macroeconomic forecasts would have implications for
unspanned macroeconomic risk, it is very unlikely that bond yields have a fixed perfectly
linear deterministic relationship with any collection of contemporaneous macroeconomic
factors. Therefore, one should always expect to find unspanned macroeconomic variation.
Finally, one should observe that the existence of unspanned macroeconomic variation is all
that is necessary to induce error in the measurement equation for yields10. Therefore, again
10This follows from a standard attenuation bias argument. If:
Mt = M˜t +OMt
yt = βM˜t,
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the existence of error in all term structure measurement equations is not necessarily related
to whether unspanned risk exists, only unspanned macroeconomic variation.
As a result, the focus should be solely on regression 2.3.4 to test the spanning hypothesis.
To summarize, the primary testing of unspanned risk is β2 = 0 in the predictive regressions
2.3.4 and 2.3.9. This restriction holds under the null of no unspanned risk. One may
proceed by an F−test of this restriction, or by examining differences in adjusted R squared’s
between restricted and unrestricted regressions.
2.3.1 PCA-Based Spanning Tests
It is frequently observed that small amounts of model misspecification can induce substantial
spuriously observed unspanned risk. This is an unintuitive result. Examining regression
2.3.4, intuition suggests that as estimation error or model misspecification of yields smoothly
vanishes, spurious rejections should similarly smoothly vanish. However, in practice, we do
not see this occurring.
However, the exact specification provided in Equation 2.3.4 is also rarely examined in prac-
tice. These predictive regression are typically constrained further. In particular, since
macroeconomic term structure models are usually estimated on a monthly basis, there are
rarely enough observations to estimate the large matrix β1 (which will typically have 50
– 100 parameters). Furthermore, most models suggest regressing against the first several
principal components, denoted Pt, is sufficient, and so regressing against the full yet of yt’s
on the right hand side is unnecessary. Common term structure models posit that only three
factors are sufficient to explain the majority of the cross section of the yield curve. In the
Nelson-Siegel literature, for example, factors have explicit shape interpretations: level, slope,
and curvature factors11. This gives rise to the test:
yt+h = β0 + β1Pt + β2Mt + et (2.3.9)
but Mt is used in a term structure model, the measurement equation will have some error.
11See Diebold et al. (2005) Diebold and Li (2006), Christensen et al. (2011).
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The two corollary tests, when constrained to PCs, yield
Mt = γ0 + γ1Pt + εt (2.3.10a)
Mt+1 = λ0 + λ1Pt + λ2Mt + t (2.3.10b)
However, there is a problem with this restriction, namely that these tests are highly sensitive
to small model misspecification. This is primarily a result of the approximate factor structure
of yields. The higher-order principal components (i.e., 4th and 5th) only explain a very small
portion of cross-sectional variation, thus making them very difficult to estimate. However,
including all relevant principal components is crucial for ensuring the accuracy of tests
of the spanning hypothesis. See Bauer and Rudebusch (2017), who shows that while the
fourth and fifth component are small, removing them from the regression leads to spurious
rejection of spanning. Similarly, Duffee (2011) demonstrated the potential for factors to
have statistically imperceptible effects on the cross section of yields but strong forecasting
power. Therefore, a small misspecification can result in a large error in the measurement
of the space spanned by the first five yield PCs, and the subsequent frequent inappropriate
rejection rates of spanning. Consider the following regressions:
yt = y˜t + ε1,t (2.3.11a)
Mt = Pt + ε2,t (2.3.11b)
Mt = P˜t + ε3,t (2.3.11c)
The hope is that the behavior of the bottom two regressions should be nearly identical when
the R2 of the first regression is almost 1. That said, this will not be the case. To test this,
we simulated a shadow rate model with two macroeconomic factors and three latent, yield-
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specific factors. Shadow yields and yields are almost identical, so that regression 2.3.11a
has an average R2 = 0.95. However, the average R2 of regression 2.3.11c is 0.99, while the
average R2 of regression 2.3.11b is 0.8.
This theoretical discrepancy between PC-based tests and tests that use the full set of yields
drives a substantial portion of the conversation on spurious unspanned risk. Spanning in
a predictive regression will hold if, and only if, sufficiently many yields are used on the
right hand side, and every explanation for spurious unspanned risk has its effect amplified
by using PCs instead of a full set of yields. This drives the effort in simulation and in the
empirical study to compare the effects of omitted ZLB nonlinearities under both PC-based
tests and fully general tests.
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2.4 Nonlinear Models and Spanning
Statistically, the argument thus far has hinged on the presence of linearity. If the true
relationship is nonlinear, as represented by:
yt = g(A+B
ZZ ′t +B
MMt)
for some nonlinear but invertible g(·), the argument no longer holds. In other words, the
linear regression ofMt on yt may have a very low R2 – suggesting unspanned macroeconomic
variation - even though in fact Mt can be constructed entirely from information contained
in yt.
2.4.1 Linear Vs Nonlinear Tests: Shadow Rate
The central question of the spanning hypothesis remains: given appropriate conditioning on
the current yield curve, do macroeconomic risk factors offer additional predictive ability?
In the shadow rate model, observed yields themselves are no longer affine in risk factors,
and are thus unlikely to reliably linearly span those factors. This includes macroeconomic
factors. However, under the modeling assumptions of Section 2.2.3, there are nonlinear
transformations of the yield curve that produce objects that linearly span risk factors.These
are shadow forward rates and shadow yields, f˜t(τ) and y˜t(τ).
Consider Equation 2.2.9. Following Wu and Xia (2016), one can observe this equation
gives observed forward rates as a monotonic function of shadow forward rates. Therefore,
conditional on parameter estimates that govern Ψ(τ) the equation can always be inverted.
Figure 19 demonstrates two facts: (1) that this transformation from shadow yields to actual
yields induces a wedge for positive shadow short rates; and (2) this function is monotonic and
invertible, save for extreme negative values of the shadow short rate. This holds even when
the shadow short rate is below zero, as the inversion relies solely on parametric assumptions
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Figure 19: ZLB Wedge Invertibility
This figure illustrates the function that maps a shadow yield to its observed yield.
made that drive the dynamics of shadow bond prices12.
The proposal here, therefore, is to use shadow yields as a predictor in the classical spanning
tests13. Using yields will overestimate the degree of unspanned macroeconomic variation,
leading to spurious estimates of unspanned risk. Formally:
Theorem 2. Suppose yt is generated from the spanned model of Section 2.2.3, and suppose
12Shadow yields follow by integration. This integration step can introduce another source of estimation
uncertainty: shadow forward rates are already affine in risk factors, meaning that it should not be necessary
to integrate to shadow yields. However, in spite of this the focus will be on shadow yields for consistency
with existing spanning literature.
13One could proceed further by augmenting the linear form of the spanning tests to allow for nonlinear
regression terms, and a procedure for doing so is outlined in Section 2.4.2. The effect of this correction is
small in practice. One might expect that the correction allows for more flexibility in the predictive ability of
both yields and macroeconomic factors, and these will have opposing effects on the magnitude of observed
unspanned risk. Because the effect is small relative to the necessary additional exposition for the method, the
results here emphasize standard tests. Moreover, this is consistent with the results of Bauer and Rudebusch
(2017), in which measurement errors of excess returns as a forecast target are not considered. On both
counts, empirically the most important task is accurately measuring the space spanned by contemporaneous
yields.
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shadow yields are known. Then consider the regressions:
yt+h = Ω0 + Ω1Pt + Ω2Mt + t (2.4.1a)
yt+h = Ω¯0 + Ω¯1P˜t + Ω¯2Mt + ¯t, (2.4.1b)
where Pt are PCs of yt and P˜t are PCs of y˜t. Then E [Ω2] 6= 0, and limT→∞Ω2 6= 0, and
E
[
Ω¯2
]
= 0, and limT→∞ Ω¯2 = 0.
In the Gaussian class of models, Mt is orthogonal to ε¯t under the null. E[Ω¯2] = 0 by
an application of Frisch-Waugh-Lovell, and that it is consistently estimable follows from
standard ordinary least squares (OLS) results. The first statements of the theorem then
follow from the fact that Mt is positively correlated with εt.
When conducting the fully general spanning test 2.3.4, the following can be deduced from
Theorem 4 of Pagan (1984):
Theorem 3. Suppose yt is generated from the spanned model of Section 2.2.3, and consider
the following regressions:
yt+h = Ω0 + Ω1yt + Ω2Mt + t (2.4.2a)
yt+h = Ω¯0 + Ω¯1 ˆ˜yt + Ω¯2Mt + ¯t (2.4.2b)
Suppose regressions 2.4.2 are conducted as the second stage of a two-step estimator, where
ˆ˜yt is estimated from the data and then PCs are computed in the first stage. Then Ω¯2 is
consistently estimable by OLS and limT→∞ Ω¯2 = 0.
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2.4.2 Nonlinear Predictive Regression
The asymmetries of the ZLB imply that the residuals in the linear regressions will have
nonstandard distributions. Consider actual yields at date t+ h:
yt+h = y˜t+h(τ) + ZLBt+h(τ)
= A(τ) +B(τ)Xt+h + ZLBt+h
= A+BZZ ′t+h +B
MMt+h
Projecting Xt+h back to date t via Gaussian transition dynamics yields:
yt+h = A(τ) + B¯(τ)Xt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Linearly spanned by shadow yields under null
+ ZLBt+h︸ ︷︷ ︸
Never linearly spanned by shadow yields
+εt (2.4.3)
Thus, even if we use the correct nonlinear transformation of yields in a linear predictive
regression, the residual from this regression will include the date t+h ZLB wedge. However,
this nonlinear predictive regression consists of a nonlinear transformation of the sum of (1)
shadow yields, obtained by inverting Equation 2.2.12, (2) macroeconomic risk factors, and
(3) a Gaussian shock. The nonlinear predictive regression is thus a nonlinear transformation
of the RHS of the linear predictive regression. In particular, if one only needs correct
inference on a test of the null restriction that the coefficient on Mt is zero, this approach is
redundant: Since the residuals in this nonlinear predictive regression are Gaussian, under
the null of spanning the coefficient on Mt will behave identically in a correct nonlinear
regression as in the linear regression above estimated by least squares.
Should inference on overall predictability of yields be necessary, as is the case when the null
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is correctly rejected, the magnitude of unspanned risk will not be appropriately measured
by a linear regression. Notice that conditional on rejecting the null, using the incorrect
linear regression could in theory either overstate or understate the degree of unspanned risk;
the effect depends on whether the coefficient on Mt has the same or opposite sign as its
correlation with the ZLB wedge term.
The following method for overcoming this arises as a direct extension of methods for cen-
sored regressions in Rigobon and Stoker (2007) and Cameron and Trivedi (2005). Consider
again Figure 19: Unlike an actual censoring environment, the nonlinear transformation in-
duced by a ZLB wedge is invertible, and so the approach is much easier than correcting for
censoring. Equation 2.4.3, rather than having to be estimated by MLE, can be inverted
before projecting the right hand side back to date t to arrive at:
f˜t+h = Ω¯0 + Ω¯1 ˆ˜yt + Ω¯2Mt + +¯t (2.4.4)
Controlling for the nonlinear effect of Mt on yields can be accomplished by running Regres-
sion 2.4.2b but with shadow forward rates as the regressand – this is precisely Regression
2.4.4 – and then applying the ZLB transformation to arrive at an appropriate forecast for
yields. The full procedure is thus:
• Run predictive regression 2.4.4.
• Construct a distribution of forecasts ˆ˜fi,t+h by simulation. Either by bootstrapping ¯t,
or estimating the distribution of ¯t and taking deviates. Both in theory and empirically
the distribution of ¯t is approximately Gaussian, and so the distribution is easy to
simulate.
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• Construct a distribution of forecasts yˆi,t+h via
yˆi,t+h =
1
τ
ˆ t+h+τ
t+h
 ˆ˜fi,t+h(s)Φ
(
ˆ˜
fi,t+h(s)
Ψ(s)
)
+ Ψ(s)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
ˆ˜
fi,t+h(s)
Ψ(s)
]2 ds
• Take yˆt+h = 1
M
∑
i yˆi,t+h to be the fitted value for yields, where M is the number of
simulated draws taken of ˆ˜fi,t+h.
• Calculate adjusted R2 from residuals yt+h − yˆt+h.
The combined features of (1) Gaussian transition dynamics on state variables (and there-
fore Gaussian transition dynamics for shadow objects); and (2) invertible relationships be-
tween shadow objects and observable objects makes for simple nonlinear predictive regres-
sions/nonlinear forecasting.
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2.5 Simulation Results
This section discusses a set of simulations with two goals in mind: (1) Testing the degree
of nonlinearity necessary in the bond yield measurement equation necessary to break linear
spanning relationships; and (2) testing for the validity of our nonlinear spanning test proce-
dure. A secondary goal is to compare the contributions of nonlinearity to spurious rejection
to other leading sources of model misspecification: namely (1) measurement error, (2) the
omission of higher order PCs, and (3) the general use of PCs over the full set of yields. This
simulation only considers the linear predictive regressions. The central question of interest
is whether incorrect methods can spuriously reject the null, which only requires the linear
predictive regressions to test. Measuring the size of unspanned risk is an empirical mat-
ter. Moreover, since conducting the nonlinear predictive regressions themselves require a
simulation, doing so repeatedly in a simulation environment is a tremendous computational
burden relative to the gains in understanding.
In the model of Section 2.2.3, nonlinearity can be generated whenever there is a positive
probability of future short rates being negative. As a motivating exercise, consider the model
of Bauer and Rudebusch (2016), a shadow-rate model augmented with macroeconomic risk
factors. Classically, the ZLB literature has emphasized the role of the ZLB nonlinearity
in short-maturity yields, because these are the yields most obviously constrained by the
boundary. However, as the yield curve approached the ZLB, the longest maturity yields
were actually affected first. Since the relevant variable is when positive probability of negative
short rates appear over the duration of the bond’s maturity, this probability first becomes
positive at a maturity of 10 years before it becomes positive at a maturity of 1 year. This is
explicitly demonstrated in Figure 17. This is relevant for the spanning literature, because
the standard window to examine ends in 2007, and it is thought that the ZLB has no impact
in this window. However, we demonstrate that nonlinearities are already emerging at the
long end of the yield curve during this window.
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Figure 20: Simulated Data
For the purposes of this simulation exercise, we generated a long dataset from the arbitrage-
free shadow rate model on the assumption that nonlinear spanning holds. We then conducted
a number of spanning tests to examine the rate of rejection in favor of unspanned risk. The
following tests were thus considered in population:
• Predictive regressions 2.4.2, with yields regressed against lagged:
– 5 principal components of yields and macroeconomic risk factors.
– 5 principal components of shadow yields and macroeconomic risk factors.
• The same tests but using three principal components instead of five.
• The same tests but using full yields and shadow yields instead of principal components.
• The same tests but generating observed yields as having classical measurement error
with a standard deviation of 6 basis points (bp).
The main hypothesis is that in cases where macroeconomic risk factors can be deduced
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from yield curve information, albeit only with a nonlinear relationship (i.e., via shadow
yields), linear spanning tests will incorrectly suggest the presence of significant unspanned
macroeconomic risks. Furthermore, modified nonlinear spanning tests that employ shadow
yields suggest that it may be possible to recover appropriate spanning relationships.
The data is generated from the model given in Section 2.2.3 with dimensions of N = 8
maturities ranging from three months to 10 years. The macroeconomic risk factors used are
inflation and the unemployment gap, as there is a common view that these macroeconomic
conditions are correlated with yield curve dynamics (see in particular the above discussion
on the meaning of the level and slope factors). Note that the paths of the macroeconomic
risk factors are simulated as well, but the choice of macroeconomic factors determines the
parameters that will govern their dynamics. This exercise is conducted for several different
degrees of nonlinearity, and the outcomes of the spanning tests are given below (along with
their expected outcomes). Nonlinearities are controlled via the unconditional mean and
starting value of the shadow level factor. Implicitly, this controls the distance of the shadow
short rate from zero (since the two are affine functions of each other), and thus the probability
of negative future short rates. This probability varies for yields of different maturities, and
so the R2 of the regression of yields on contemporaneous risk factors varies across maturities.
When the process is close to the ZLB, there will be stronger nonlinearities, and the linear
R2 will be lower. Refer to Figure 20 for the divergence between observed and shadow yields
across the different levels of the unconditional shadow short rate.
The qualitative nature of the phenomenon can be observed in Table 16. Small degrees of
nonlinearity induce high rates of rejection of the null when shadow yields are omitted. The
tests achieve correct size once shadow yields are used as regressors. The only irregularity in
this table is that the rejection rates are not all 1; the predictive regressions are being run in
population and in the regressions ignoring shadow yields the null hypothesis is in fact false.
The reduction in power is likely a product of the high correlation between regressors when
the null hypothesis is close to being satisfied, as the model is only weakly identified.
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Table 16: Linear Spanning Tests on a Nonlinear Model – Rejection Rates
This table presents the results of spanning tests applied to nonlinear models in population, with the set of models indexed by degree of nonlinearity.
The metric is difference in rejection rates of the restriction that coefficients on macroeconomic factors are zero for the predictive regression that tests for
unspanned macroeconomic risk. The first column gives the unconditional mean of the shadow short rate. The following three panels are divided into five
columns. The first gives the approximate R2 of the measurement equation for the given yield. The remaining columns are differences in rejection rates of
the restriction on macroeconomic coefficients in each spanning test: Column 2 is for the nonlinear spanning test with 5 PCs applied to yields with 6bps of
error. Column 3 is for the linear test with 5 PCs. Columns 4 and 5 are for the nonlinear test with 3 PCs and 5 PCs, respectively. The top panel tests
regression 2.3.9, using principal components as regressors, while the bottom uses the full dataset, testing the fully general regression 2.3.4 (hence columns
4 and 5 of each lower panel are combined). The tests are conducted at horizon h = 12 periods ahead.
Shadow
Short
Rate
Risks By Maturities
3m 2yr 10yr
R2 ME L NL(3) NL(5) R2 ME L NL(3) NL(5) R2 ME L NL(3) NL(5)
P
C
s
4% 0.99 0.07 0.55 0.07 0.05 0.99 0.07 0.36 0.06 0.06 0.99 0.07 0.41 0.10 0.06
2% 0.97 0.24 0.94 0.08 0.07 0.97 0.07 0.59 0.07 0.06 0.98 0.06 0.67 0.08 0.07
0% 0.75 0.25 0.96 0.12 0.06 0.84 0.07 0.94 0.09 0.06 0.92 0.12 0.99 0.07 0.06
-1% 0.54 0.14 0.93 0.10 0.07 0.71 0.08 0.94 0.09 0.08 0.86 0.10 0.99 0.07 0.07
F
u
l
l
4% 0.99 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.99 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.99 0.06 0.07 0.05
2% 0.97 0.25 0.14 0.06 0.97 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.98 0.06 0.06 0.04
0% 0.75 0.23 0.35 0.07 0.84 0.07 0.23 0.06 0.92 0.11 0.39 0.06
-1% 0.54 0.14 0.33 0.07 0.71 0.07 0.33 0.07 0.86 0.09 0.69 0.06
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The top row of the table demonstrates in simulation our intuition that the nonlinearity
induced by the ZLB can affect magnitudes of unspanned risk even prior to 2007. The
magnitude of the effect on short-maturity yields increases as the ZLB approaches. Though
this result may be surprising given that overall variability of short-maturity yields falls close
to the ZLB, the intuition follows from the fact that these are long-horizon forecasts. Consider
the bottom two plots in Figure 20: there are long periods where yields are constant at zero,
followed by regimes where yields become positive (when the shadow short rate has wandered
sufficiently far above its long run mean). For example, in the linear test forecasts for the
highly volatile period at approximately t = 800 are constructed from the period preceding,
in which yields are almost perfectly flat at zero. By contrast, shadow yields have their full
affine space from which to construct forecasts.
Consistent with the existing literature, the strongest mechanism for inducing spurious un-
spanned risk is the omission of the 4th and 5th factors. A notable irregularity is the non-
monotonicity of the effect of excluding 4th and 5th PCs as the ZLB approaches for both
medium and long maturity yields, and no intuitive explanation seems obvious. This simu-
lation also facilitates a test of the explanation that the unstable projection onto principal
components is to blame for the large errors even in the case of small nonlinearities (or small
measurement error). Since very large datasets are produced, there is no need to conduct the
spanning test by only regressing against principal components – in fact predictive regression
2.3.4 can be conducted. This predictive regression should find that for very small degrees
of nonlinearity, or for very small degrees of measurement error, model-implied yields and
shadow yields should be approximately collinear, and results should converge. The over-
rejection of the null is cut dramatically for medium maturity bonds when controlling for
the full set of yields, but the improvement for the long end of the yield curve remains rel-
atively robust. This suggests that while the projection of yields onto principal components
before conducting spanning tests may be problematic, and while spanning tests at higher
frequencies (with enough observations to conduct the fully general tests) may offer different
evidence on the spanning hypothesis, it is unlikely to be the full story.
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This simulation also facilitates an exploration of the hypothesis of Bauer and Rudebusch
(2017), namely that the most plausible explanation reconciling the theory and empirics of
the spanning problem is that bond yields are measured with error. Consider a measurement
equation for yields where instead of observing yields yt we observe yields with some small
measurement error, y∗t = yt + εt. Then the model for y∗t is
y∗t = A+BXt + εt = A+B
ZZ ′t +B
MMt + εt, εt ∼ N(0, σ2) (2.5.1)
So long as σ2 > 0, it is possible that BM 6= 0 and still the above equation cannot be inverted
to findMt as affine in observed bond yields. Therefore, macroeconomic factors can be helpful
in forecasting bond yields, fail to be affine in observed bond yields, and be afffine in true
bond yields. The paper finds that small degrees of measurement error can induce substantial
spurious unspanned risk, because small degrees of measurement error can substantially bias
the estimates of higher principal components, inducing spurious unspanned risk.
However, the measurement error explanation is potentially unsatisfying: Bauer and Rude-
busch (2017) even offers the caveat that sufficient measurement error renders any two models
indistinguishable. The grievance may even be more specific – the spanning hypothesis states
that if yields are affine in macroeconomic risk factors then those factors cannot improve pre-
dictive regressions, and adding measurement error is specifically breaking the assumption
that observed yields are affine in risk factors. Without a meaningful economic distinction
between observed yields and model-implied (or “actual") yields, imposing measurement error
is an imposition that spanning does not hold.
This intuition facilitates comparison between the two explanations: Bauer and Rudebusch
(2017) notes that a measurement error with a standard deviation of 6bp is sufficient to
explain spurious evidence for unspanned risks in a model where spanning holds. It is con-
firmed that 6bps of measurement error is sufficient to generate over-rejection of the null of
unspanned risk, as seen from the column labeled ME. However, the measurement error
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explanation and the nonlinear misspecification story do not have identical strengths at all
maturities. For several maturities, the imposition of measurement error induces no spuri-
ously observed unspanned risk, while for others the effect is far greater than the nonlinear
mechanism. This is especially true far away from the ZLB. In some sense we should expect
this, as the measurement error imposes uniform bias on all yields, while the ZLB influences
different maturities at different times. The measurement error explanation is more contin-
gent on the omission of higher order principal components, as the effect is weaker when the
full set of yields is used. There is no obvious intuition for this, but a potential explanation is
that since the same degree of measurement error is applied to all yields, but longer-maturity
yields experience more observed unspanned risk than short-maturity yields, applying the
same magnitude of measurement error to long-maturity yields as short-maturity ones fur-
ther biases the principal components. This creates large observed unspanned risk that
would not be present if only long-maturity yields were observed without error. However,
both mechanisms induce over-rejection.
There are some potential issues with this simulation study. The first is that it is conducted
in population, and so empirical studies with smaller samples may not exhibit precisely the
same phenomenon, or exhibit the same numerical importance. In smaller samples, there
are direct small-sample issues in the predictive regression tests as considered by Bauer
and Hamilton (Forthcoming). There will also be estimation error in shadow yields, as
conducting the inversion to estimate them requires estimating the variance of the option
value of the shadow bond – this increases the importance of distinguishing whether the ZLB
wedge is observable by agents. This estimation error also leads to a nontrivial generated
regressor problem that makes conducting the appropriate F-tests difficult, though of course
differences in R2 of the predictive regression are still computable. Following Bauer and
Rudebusch (2017) and Cochrane (2015), the qualitative nature of the phenomenon is likely
to be preserved in spite of these issues. However, a full treatment of the small-sample theory
in this environment a la Bauer and Hamilton (Forthcoming) is left for future work. The
second is that even though this data is generated from the same parameters frequently found
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in the data, it is more obviously stationary – meanwhile, the actual data is often asserted
to be detrending and thus nonstationary, and in particular Cochrane (2015) points to this
detrending as a potential source of spurious unspanned risk. A similar simulation study
that includes strong trend and cyclical components in the level factor and inflation yields
qualitatively and quantitatively similar results.
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Figure 21: ADS Index
This is the Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti (ADS) Index, available at daily frequency from the Philadelphia
Federal Reserve. Dates of recessions shaded in grey are taken from Rudebusch et al. (2007).
2.6 Empirics
2.6.1 Data and Estimation
The key questions raised in the introduction section of this paper were (1) whether the effect
of omitting an obvious nonlinearity is stronger than the effect of failing to use a full set of
yields; and (2) how strong is the interaction between these effects, following the argument
that rotating to PCs and truncating higher order components will generally magnify the
effects of model misspecification. The simulations described here have demonstrated that
the spurious rejections can be large, and that appropriate tests are available. The size of
the effect in practice is an empirical question, and so this section now turns to data.
Yields are market yields on US Treasury securities at a constant maturity of 3–240 months, at
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both monthly and daily frequencies. The use of the daily dataset facilitates the fully general
spanning tests, in which a larger number of observations allows more accurate use of the
full yield curve for regression instead of their principal components. Yields for all maturities
at both monthly and daily frequency are available directly from the Federal Reserve14. As
discussed in the simulation results, the macroeconomic factors used at the monthly frequency
are inflation (measured by annual percent change in core consumer price index (CPI)) and
unemployment unemployment gap. This is the same dataset used to explore monetary policy
expectations in Bauer and Rudebusch (2016). A key additional macroeconomic factor used
elsewhere, in particular by Diebold et al. (2006), is the federal funds rate. However, as
argued in Rudebusch (2009), the federal funds rate is largely determined by inflation and
real activity, and thus its inclusion on top of a price index and the unemployment gap would
be redundant.
The key macroeconomic risk factor used is the Aruoba-Diebold-Scotti activity index. This
is a high-frequency measure, available at the daily frequency, of US economy real activity15.
For a thorough review of the ADS construction and results stemming from its use see Aruoba
et al. (2009). There are several estimates of daily inflation indices, such as Knotek and Zaman
(2015) (who provide a procedure for daily nowcasts of the current quarter core inflation)
and Watanabe and Watanabe (2014) (who construct a daily price index using point-of-
sale scanner data in Japan). However, the high frequency inflation indices literature is
inconclusive with respect to reliability, as compared to the use of high frequency real activity
indices. The model brought to the daily data in this paper will therefore only consider a
real activity index, and thus have only a single macroeconomic factor. There is precedence
for this: models with a sole macroeconomic risk factor include Ang et al. (2006) and Jardet
et al. (2013), both of whom rely only on a growth factor. Real activity has a stronger
14See http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/data.htm. For a discussion on methodologies of con-
structing yield curve data, see Gurkaynak et al. (2007).
15This index is available from the Philadelphia Federal Reserve at
https://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/business-conditions-index. The
index is an extracted daily business activity factor built from a mixed frequency model of many indicators.
However, none of these indicators are at a daily frequency, so new information is only incorporated into the
ADS index every 2–4 days. Between these periods, movements are model-driven.
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link to yield curve dynamics than growth, meaning that this model is motivated by their
parsimony and that the ADS index should prove a more relevant variable than any daily
growth indicator16.
The sample is from 1993–2016. Beginning in 1993 facilitates the inclusion of 20-year maturity
yields, as US Treasury yields of 20-year maturity are only available during that window17.
Estimation is conducted by Extended Kalman Filter, following the belief that there are
relevant nonlinearities throughout the full sample period. Details are in Section 2.8.1.
2.6.2 Empirical Spanning Tests
Tables 17 through 20 contain the results of the empirical spanning tests. The general features
of the linear spanning tests are consistent with the literature. There is less unspanned risk
found in the full sample of 1993–2016 than in 1993–2007 and 2007–2016 separately; this
is consistent with the view that the transition to the ZLB was accompanied by a regime
change.
There are several new features to point out. First, the negative result: including shadow
yields in the predictive regressions, in a very small number of cases, actually increases the
degree of observed unspanned risk. This result is quite noticeable in the linear predictive re-
gressions, and mostly vanishes when nonlinear predictive regressions are considered. Where
it appears in the nonlinear predictive regressions, it is mostly at the short end of the yield
curve in the post-ZLB regime; this is arguably because adjusted R2 are penalizing for ad-
ditional regressors, and since the short end of the yield curve is strongly restricted most
predictive gains come from regressing just against a constant. Broadly, this is a result in
favor of the measurement error explanation for spurious unspanned risk posited by Bauer
and Rudebusch (2017): Since shadow yields are estimated from a model, if the data are
16Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) finds a connection between growth measures and curvature of yields –
however, given the high level of noise in measuring both, they are skeptical of this connection and consider
it likely to be spurious overfitting. In contrast, Moller (2014) provides new evidence that the relationship
between growth and curvature is rather robust.
17Little is lost by starting this late, as there was certainly a break in the dynamics of the yield curve in
the late 1980s, as documented by Joslin et al. (2014).
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observed with error, the model will be improperly estimated, and thus estimated shadow
yields can have substantial error. This results in greater observed unspanned risk.
However, the empirical results are largely supportive of the main hypothesis – the inclusion
of the shadow yields reduces the gains from adding macroeconomic factors to the predictive
regression. This is most strongly seen when considering the nonlinear predictive regressions.
We may conclude that the correct functional form of the regression is more important for
testing spanning than is using the correct set of regressors. Many pieces of the literature
are interested in predicting returns instead of yields. Returns are a further nonlinear trans-
formation of yields, and so even when yields are affine in risk factors there is little reason
to expect linear predictive regressions to correctly measure unspanned risk. In some cases,
once shadow yields are conditioned on, adding macroeconomic factors actually reduces the
adjusted R2 (i.e., the negative entries in the tables), though this only occurs in the cases of
using the full set of yields. Finally, the proposition that the effect of the ZLB would show
up most strongly at the long end of the yield curve pre-ZLB ends up being quite dubious
– though the ZLB is larger at the long end of the yield curve than the short end, the extra
fraction of variation explained by the ZLB wedge is small.
Using the full set of yields instead of 5 PCs reduces observed unspanned risk, but the effect
is not as large as the effect of moving from 3 PCs to 5 PCs. This is to be expected: The
sixth through ninth PCs are vanishingly small. While the suggestion that PCs with small
cross-sectional importance may be crucial for forecasting is believable for the fourth and
fifth PCs, the argument can only be stretched so far before it strains credulity. In terms
of magnitudes of effects, it is a very mixed bag whether the omitted nonlinearity or the
omitted highest order PCs (i.e. using the full set of yields) have a stronger effect in inducing
spurious unspanned risk. However, it is clear that the interaction of the two is quite relevant:
examining the 93–07 rows of Table 18 and 20, when the nonlinearity is weak its ability to
generate large spurious unspanned risk hinges on the use of PCs. Conditioning on a full set
of yields makes the effect of the weak nonlinearity on spurious unspanned risk appropriately
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weak. A concise summary of the results would be that approximately 10% of unspanned
risk from 1993–2007 is attributable to the ZLB wedge, while upwards of 40% − 50% are
attributable to the use of PCs instead of the full set of yields. In addition, comparing the
pre-2007 and post-2007 periods, both models suggest that unspanned risk has fallen, but
this hinges strongly on the use of all yields instead of PCs.
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Table 17: Unspanned Risk – Monthly – Linear Predictive Regression
This table provides the results of spanning tests for yields applied to a model at monthly frequency, using the unemployment gap and inflation as the
macroeconomic risk factors. The full sample of data is from 1993–2016, and each row presents the tests conducted on a subsample with the years given
in the far left column. The following panels are broken into four columns: The first column gives the linear R2 of the measurement equation for the bond
of the given maturity. The remaining columns provide the differences in adjusted R2 for the linear spanning test, the nonlinear spanning test with three
PCs, and the nonlinear test with five PCs respectively. The top panel conducts this series of tests using PC-based tests, and the lower panel conducts
this series using the fully general tests (hence columns 3 and 4 of each lower panel are combined). The results are conducted at horizon h = 12 periods
(1-year) ahead.
Risks By Maturities
3m 2yr 10yr 20yr
R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5)
P
C
s
93–16 0.99 0.0033 0.0037 0.0031 0.99 -0.0003 0.0048 -0.0004 0.99 0.0068 0.0127 0.0093 0.99 0.0140 0.0208 0.0186
93–07 0.99 0.0724 0.0511 0.0745 0.99 0.1012 0.0471 0.0989 0.99 0.1432 0.0516 0.1333 0.98 0.1344 0.0424 0.1220
07–16 0.64 0.1355 0.2919 0.1185 0.96 0.3403 0.3695 0.3822 0.99 0.0955 0.0988 0.1094 0.98 0.0108 0.0110 0.0127
F
u
l
l
93–16 0.99 0.0030 0.0007 0.99 -0.0015 -0.0016 0.99 0.0061 0.0070 0.99 0.0138 0.0133
93–07 0.99 0.0433 0.0408 0.99 0.0524 0.0435 0.99 0.0970 0.0640 0.98 0.1000 0.0601
07–16 0.64 0.1036 0.0009 0.96 0.1840 -0.0048 0.99 0.0418 -0.0050 0.98 0.0020 -0.0025
Table 18: Unspanned Risk – Daily – Linear Predictive Regression
This table provides the results of spanning tests for yields applied to a model at daily frequency, using the ADS index as a single macroeconomic risk
factor. The full sample of data is from 1993–2016, and each row presents the tests conducted on a subsample with the year given in the far left column.
The following panels are broken into four columns: The first column gives the linear R2 of the measurement equation for the bond of the given maturity.
The remaining columns provide the differences in adjusted R2 for the linear spanning test, the nonlinear spanning test with three PCs, and the nonlinear
test with five PCs respectively. The top panel conducts this series of tests using PC-based tests, and the lower panel conducts this series using the fully
general tests (hence columns 3 and 4 of each lower panel are combined). The results are conducted at horizon h = 365 periods (1-year) ahead.
Risks By Maturities
3m 2yr 10yr 20yr
R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5)
P
C
s
93–16 0.99 0.0476 0.0433 0.0422 0.99 0.0168 0.0138 0.0132 0.99 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.99 0.0023 0.0025 0.0024
93–07 0.99 0.0728 0.1675 0.0693 0.99 0.0524 0.1423 0.0499 0.99 0.0140 0.0567 0.0131 0.99 0.0054 0.0260 0.0049
07–16 0.87 -0.0002 0.0061 0.0011 0.99 0.0943 0.1148 0.0740 0.99 0.0241 0.1509 0.0192 0.99 0.0089 0.1139 0.0076
F
u
l
l
93–16 0.99 0.0574 0.0580 0.99 0.0314 0.0295 0.99 0.0035 0.0028 0.99 0.0000 -0.0000
93–07 0.99 0.0484 0.0484 0.99 0.0299 0.0299 0.99 0.0061 0.0061 0.99 0.0020 0.0020
07–16 0.87 -0.0001 0.0007 0.99 0.0354 0.0319 0.99 0.0088 0.0184 0.99 0.0033 0.0116
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Table 19: Unspanned Risk – Monthly – Nonlinear Predictive Regression
This table provides the results of spanning tests for yields applied to a model at monthly frequency, using the unemployment gap and inflation as the
macroeconomic risk factors. The full sample of data is from 1993–2016, and each row presents the tests conducted on a subsample with the years given
in the far left column. The following panels are broken into four columns: The first column gives the linear R2 of the measurement equation for the bond
of the given maturity. The remaining columns provide the differences in adjusted R2 for the linear spanning test, the nonlinear spanning test with 3 PCs,
and the nonlinear test with 5 PCs respectively. The top panel conducts this series of tests using PC-based tests, and the lower panel conducts this series
using the fully general tests (hence columns 3 and 4 of each lower panel are combined). The results are conducted at horizon h = 12 periods (1 year)
ahead.
Risks By Maturities
3m 2yr 10yr 20yr
R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5)
P
C
s
93–16 0.99 0.0052 -0.0007 0.0002 0.99 0.0015 0.0021 -0.0010 0.99 0.0087 0.0122 0.0089 0.99 0.0157 0.0209 0.0169
93–07 0.99 0.0771 0.0450 0.0677 0.99 0.1069 0.0449 0.0988 0.99 0.1493 0.0521 0.1476 0.98 0.1398 0.0424 0.1405
07–16 0.66 0.1497 -0.2240 -0.1904 0.97 0.3761 0.3310 0.3663 0.99 0.1167 0.0756 0.1016 0.98 0.0259 -0.0496 -0.0375
F
u
l
l
93–16 0.99 0.0030 0.0035 0.99 -0.0015 -0.0020 0.99 0.0061 0.0048 0.99 0.0139 0.0119
93–07 0.99 0.0435 0.0424 0.99 0.0527 0.0514 0.99 0.0976 0.0914 0.98 0.1006 0.0959
07–16 0.66 0.1056 -0.0775 0.97 0.1878 0.1758 0.99 0.0424 0.0345 0.98 0.0019 -0.0430
Table 20: Unspanned Risk – Daily – Nonlinear Predictive Regression
This table provides the results of spanning tests for yields applied to a model at daily frequency, using the ADS index as a single macroeconomic risk
factor. The full sample of data is from 1993–2016, and each row presents the tests conducted on a subsample with the year given in the far left column.
The following panels are broken into four columns: The first column gives the linear R2 of the measurement equation for the bond of the given maturity.
The remaining columns provide the differences in adjusted R2 for the linear spanning test, the nonlinear spanning test with 3 PCs, and the nonlinear test
with 5 PCs respectively. The top panel conducts this series of tests using PC-based tests, and the lower panel conducts this series using the fully general
tests (hence columns 3 and 4 of each lower panel are combined). The results are conducted at horizon h = 365 periods (1 year) ahead.
Risks By Maturities
3m 2yr 10yr 20yr
R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5) R2 L NL(3) NL(5)
P
C
s
93–16 0.99 0.0417 0.0434 0.0369 0.99 0.0142 0.0143 0.0117 0.99 0.0000 0.0011 0.0005 0.99 0.0019 0.0027 0.0023
93–07 0.99 0.0626 0.1324 0.0603 0.99 0.0477 0.1166 0.0459 0.99 0.0172 0.0515 0.0163 0.99 0.0082 0.0270 0.0078
07–16 0.87 0.0022 -0.0026 -0.0819 0.99 0.1090 0.1325 0.0915 0.99 0.0398 0.1789 0.0314 0.99 0.0178 0.1415 0.0131
F
u
l
l
93–16 0.99 0.0466 0.0439 0.99 0.0251 0.0219 0.99 0.0027 0.0027 0.99 0.0000 0.0004
93–07 0.99 0.0445 0.0423 0.99 0.0292 0.0272 0.99 0.0090 0.0080 0.99 0.0045 0.0039
07–16 0.87 -0.0000 -0.0049 0.99 0.0459 0.0464 0.99 0.0195 0.0202 0.99 0.0093 0.0095
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2.7 Conclusion
The results here are a further exploration of the spanning hypothesis, motivated by and
building from the existing literature’s disagreement on the validity of spanning. This dis-
agreement is most starkly highlighted by four works: Joslin et al. (2014), Bauer and Rude-
busch (2017), Bauer and Hamilton (Forthcoming), and Cochrane (2015) exhibit substantial
disagreement on the qualitative nature of spanning and, even where they agree on whether
unspanned risks exist, disagree on the economic significance. Weighing in on this disagree-
ment, Rebonato (2016) posits one of two explanations:
1. Affine models are wholly unsatisfactory, and exploring spanning through affine models
will always yield irreconcilable disagreements.
2. Spanning holds in affine models, but can only be observed if enough principal compo-
nents (or indeed, a full set of sufficiently many yields) are used.
To weigh in on these possibilities, this chapter first examined the significance of omitting
the nonlinear wedge induced by the ZLB. In contrast to much of the existing ZLB literature,
forward-looking behavior in bond yields means that a nontrivial ZLB wedge can be observed
as early as 1993–2007. Omitting this nonlinearity induces spuriously observed unspanned
risk, much like the measurement error explanations of Bauer and Rudebusch (2017) or the
small-sample bias explanations of Bauer and Hamilton (Forthcoming). This omission is
corrected by extracting shadow yields, which can be included as regressors in the predictive
regression tests of spanning. Updating the functional form of the predictive regression to
respect the ZLB further reduces observed unspanned risk. A simulation study shows the
effect of this omission can be large and that corrected tests behave appropriately.
Second, by using higher frequency data, predictive regression tests of the spanning hypothesis
can use a higher-dimensional set of yields as regressors – in fact the full set of observed
yields is used. This was difficult to do prior to technical innovations such as the ADS index.
By comparing typical linear tests against proper tests that account for the nonlinearity of
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the ZLB wedge, and examining the economic significance in small and large datasets, the
results here can weigh in on the explanations posited by Rebonato (2016). Combining these
techniques, the work here can be considered a first step in the comparison of the effects of
omitted nonlinearities and insufficient data vis a vis generating spurious unspanned risk.
The results suggest that while omitting the ZLB nonlinearities are significant and can ac-
count for approximately 10% of observed unspanned risk, using additional yield data is more
important, accounting for approximately 40% − 50% of observed unspanned risk.. This is
consistent with the more recent empirical developments that emphasize the role of higher
order principal components, namely that spanned factors with economically imperceptible
but statistically significant cross-sectional effects can be crucial for forecasting.
2.7.1 Directions for Future Work
There are several obvious next steps for the work presented here. The nonlinear predictive
regression corrections here were more important than estimating the space spanned by re-
gressors. That is, using shadow yields as regressors corrected for less observed unspanned
risk than using a correct functional form of the regression. In our case the nonlinear pre-
dictive regression was quite simple to construct. Overall, even both mechanisms combined
were insufficient to account for even a majority of observed unspanned risk, let alone all
of it. However, much of the literature considers the prediction of excess returns instead of
yields directly. Since returns are a further transformation of the data, it is unclear if using a
nonlinear predictive regression would be even more crucial in that setting. In addition, and
more importantly: the ZLB wedge is an obvious omitted nonlinearity for which it is simple
to adjust spanning tests, but the set of nonlinear yield curve models is large and as such
remaining effects could be large. As stressed in Cochrane (2015), there are even quite simple
omitted model dynamics. Consider Figure 22, a plot of the residuals from a linear predictive
regression spanning test: There are obvious business cycle dynamics that could be easily
accounted for without the incorporation of macroeconomic factors (say, by deseasonalizing).
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Figure 22: Residuals of Linear Predictive Regression
The theory of the daily frequency model and its relation to spurious unspanned risk has much
work to be done. In particular, one needs an estimate of how much remaining unspanned
risk at the daily frequency could still be attributable to small-sample issues, despite the
large number of observations. The strong business cycle component of yields means infill
asymptotics and calendar-time asymptotics will behave quite differently; a daily-frequency
model still only observes 3-4 business cycles over 20 years. The daily frequency model also
offers a framework for measuring efficiency of bond markets: Higher frequency data results
in less measured unspanned risk, even when using the same number of regressors. This
suggests the results at a monthly frequency are partly caused by failing to factor in the
short amount of time it takes for agents to trade away macroeconomic information into the
yield curve18. Finally, the results suggest that additional methods of disciplining a predictive
regression should be promising, such as shrinkage or selection.
18Exploring this requires a structural model, as reduced-form simulations attempting to demonstrate
the effect will beg the question. Consider a simulation in which intra-month yields load on previous day’s
macroeconomic information, and that macroeconomic information is highly autocorrelated. This will result
in observations of substantial unspanned risk if the process is sampled at a monthly frequency and little to
no unspanned risk if the process is sampled daily.
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2.8 Appendix
2.8.1 Estimation Appendix
The use of the Kalman Filter for estimation in regular times is well-documented (e.g., Chris-
tensen et al. (2011) or Diebold and Li (2006)). Our use of the Kalman Filter will be stan-
dard, save for small adjustments owing to the fact that the measurement equation contains
both latent and observed states. In normal times one might simply regress yields against
both Nelson-Siegel polynomials and observed macroeconomic factors, then run a VAR on
level/slope/curvature and macroeconomic risk factors. However, this method is not possible
when augmenting to a nonlinear model, and so the Extended Kalman filter must be used.
The second half of this section presents the necessary adjustments to the filter for estimation
in the ZLB state.
Recall our system:
yt = A(τ) +B
Z(τ)Zt +B
M (τ)Mt + εt (2.8.1a) Zt
Mt
 =
 µZ
µM
+
 φZZ φZM
φMZ φMM

 Zt−1
Mt−1
+ Σt (2.8.1b)
 εt
Σt
 ∼ N

 0
0
 ,
 Q 0
0 Ω

 (2.8.1c)
Rewriting the system in appropriate state space representation – let Mt be true macroeco-
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nomic variables, and M∗t be their observed value. Then:
 yt
M∗t
 =
 A(τ) +BZ(τ)Zt +BM (τ)Mt + εt
Mt + ε
M
t
 (2.8.2a)
(2.8.2b) Zt
Mt
 =
 µZ
µM
+
 φZZ φZM
φMZ φMM

 Zt−1
Mt−1
+ Σt (2.8.2c)
(2.8.2d)
εt
εMt
Σt
 ∼ N


0
0
0
 ,

Q 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 Ω

 (2.8.2e)
With the inclusion of the auxiliary measurement equation for macroeconomic factors, in
particular a measurement equation with zero error variance, the state space representation
now facilitates a completely standard Kalman Filter. For clarity on the use of the regular
Kalman Filter and the Extended Kalman Filter and its history in estimating yield models,
see Christensen and Rudebusch (2016).
The Extended Kalman Filter requires only a numerical adjustment to estimate the nonlin-
earity in the measurement equation. For the shadow rate model, the measurement equation
post-ZLB is:
yt(τ) =
1
τ
ˆ t+τ
t
f˜t(s)Φ( f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
)
+ Ψ(s)
1√
2pi
exp
−1
2
[
f˜t(s)
Ψ(s)
]2 ds,
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where shadow forward rates f˜t(τ) are also affine in risk factors by model assumption. The
standard Kalman Filter will not achieve optimal estimates of the filtered states, and there-
fore, cannot be used in any maximum likelihood procedure. The Extended Kalman Filter
considers arbitrary measurement and transition equations of the form:
yt = f(αt, θ1) + εt
αt = g(αt−1, θ2) + Σt
The filter approximates the nonlinear system through a first-order linear approximation
when updating covariance estimates. Because yields are affine in the state variables, an
affine approximation to the measurement equation is needed instead of a linear one. The
transition dynamics are still linear. Define the matrices At(θ1), Bt(θ1) as
At(θ1) = f(αt|t−1, θ1)−
∂f(αt, θ1)
∂αt
|αt=αt|t−1αt|t−1
Bt(θ1) =
∂f(αt, θ1)
∂αt
|αt=αt|t−1αt|t−1
This yields the approximation:
yt = At(θ) +Bt(θ)αt + εt (2.8.3)
The filter then proceeds exactly as in the standard Kalman Filter, substituting f() in to the
predictive step and update step, and substituting At(θ1), Bt(θ1) in the remaining equations.
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